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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

BINANDERE NOMINAL STRUCTURES 
 

Publication No.__________ 
 

Jonathan Paul Wilson, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 1996 
 

Supervising Professor: Shin Ja Hwang 
 

Binandere is a Papuan language with an SOV word order which is a member 

of the eastern Trans-New Guinea Phylum. It is one of sixteen closely related 

languages spoken in Morobe and Oro Provinces of Papua New Guinea. This thesis is 

a grammatical description of Binandere nouns, pronouns, demonstratives, and noun 

phrases. Nouns are organized formally into simple, derived, and compound classes, 

and by number into kinship and nonkinship classes. Binandere personal names and 

the Binandere split-ergative case system are also described. Personal pronouns are 

systematized by means of case marking into absolutive, ergative, genitive, and 

dative/comitative sets. The demonstrative case system is presented together with a 

brief description of the articular and referential functions of the demonstrative. Basic, 

possessive, coordinate, alternative, and appositional noun phrases are also described 

and classified according to their respective patterns and constituent structures. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0  Definition of the problem 

The purpose of the present study is to provide a general grammatical description of 

four fundamental substantival structures in the Binandere language: the noun, pronoun, 

demonstrative, and noun phrase (NP). This study is motivated largely by the endangered 

status of the language, the understudied condition of its grammar, and interesting features of 

its nominal structures. 

According to language experts, the disappearance of languages around the globe has 

accelerated greatly within the last two hundred years: “Hundreds of languages, especially 

indigenous languages . . . have died during this period, and hundreds more are destined to 

meet the same fate in the foreseeable future” (Wurm 1991:1-2). Languages with fewer than 

10,000 speakers are especially “at risk of extinction” (Dixon 1991:230). The total population 

of Binandere speakers numbers approximately 5,500 (R. Larsen and J. Wilson 1991:7). Right 

measures must be taken now if Binandere is to be saved from extinction. Providing 

foundational literature (based on a previously established “descriptive grammar”), coupled 

with an effective vernacular literacy program, could help reverse this trend among the 

Binandere. 

The understudied condition of the grammar of Binandere is the second motivating 

factor behind this description. Though previous research has been published on the language, 

it has been decidedly verb-oriented in nature. Thus, almost two-thirds of King’s Grammar 

(1927) is devoted to the verb, while Capell (1969) dedicates the whole of his research to The 

Structure of the Binandere Verb. A proper understanding of Binandere nominal structures, 

however, is essential if one desires to become even marginally fluent in the language.
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Binandere nominal structures manifest several interesting features which motivate 

their investigation. (1) Kinship nouns and nonkinship nouns exhibit very different pluralizing 

strategies which give grounds for positing two distinct number classes. (2) Personal pronouns 

display four different subsets, all organized according to their respective case marking. (3) 

The multi-functional demonstrative serves as third person pronoun and manifests seven other 

basic demonstrative functions. (4) Finally, noun phrases (NPs) manifest five normative 

structures. However, the structure of the atypical possessive pronominal NP and coordinate 

NP set Binandere off from other languages in the same language family. 

It is therefore my hope that the present study will contribute significantly toward a 

more comprehensive understanding of the grammar of the language and of nominal 

structures in particular, while at the same time providing a basis for future research. 

1.1  The Binandere people 

The Binandere are one of over 1,000 discrete language groups which inhabit the 

island of New Guinea and its satellite islands (Pawley 1995:83). The greater population of 

the Binandere occupies the northwest corner of Oro Province with smaller segments of the 

population inhabiting the eastern border of Morobe Province, Papua New Guinea. The 

Binandere live in villages situated along the banks of the Mamba, Gira, and Eia Rivers which 

traverse the tropical rain forest and sago swamp plain north of the Owen Stanley Range. 

Until recently, the Binandere people depended primarily upon their exceptional skills 

as agriculturists to survive in this far removed corner of Oro Province. Within the last fifteen 

years, however, several full scale operations have been initiated by both the Binandere and 

outside investors to tap the valuable timber and mineral resources owned by the people. The 

apparent success or failure of these and other related economic ventures will inevitably 

impact both the language and culture of the people group for many years to come. 
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1.2  Previous linguistic research 

There is a large and diverse amount of language research which is relevant to the 

present investigation of Binandere nominal structure. For this reason, I divide this historical 

account into two sections. The first briefly describes the history of Papuan language research 

in general. The second section describes specific research on the Binandere language as well 

as on other Binandere family languages in general. 

1.2.1  Papuan linguistic research 

Prior to the 1960s little progress had been made in classifying the myriad languages 

of New Guinea. Some languages on the coast as well as on outlying islands manifest 

characteristics which warranted their inclusion in the Austronesian family. For lack of a 

better term, however, the unrelated languages of the interior were referred to generically as 

non-Austronesian (Li and Lang 1979:307). This negative term is in fact linguistically 

accurate in that it describes “languages of the Pacific which are not Austronesian” (Foley 

1986:3). Nonetheless, in recent years the term non-Austronesian has been superseded by the 

term Papuan, which is also a general name for the people of New Guinea (Foley 1986:3; 

Wurm 1982). 

In the mid 1960s, research directed by the Australian National University and the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics began to make inroads into systematically cataloguing some 

of the diverse languages and language groups situated within the heart of New Guinea. 

Various researchers began positing a number of unique genetic groups based on lexical 

similarity and grammatical typology. By the late 1960s at least 60 distinct genetic groups had 

been described. Then in 1970, McElhanon and Voorhoeve published a monograph which 

“proved to be a landmark in Papuan comparative studies” (Pawley 1995:87). Their strategy 

of research entailed the assembling of a sizable database of potential cognate sets which 

united two geographically distant Papuan language groups, the Central and South New 
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Guinea Phylum and the Finisterre-Huon Phylum. This new union of genetically related 

languages was called the Trans-New Guinea Phylum (TNGP). McElhanon and Voorhoeve 

also assigned several other geographically separate groups to this new phylum. “One of these 

was the Binandere group, of the Northern [Oro] Province of Papua” (88).1 Of the five major 

phyla identified to date, the TNGP languages comprise the largest single genetic unit. These 

languages total 507 and represent 68.4% of all Papuan languages (Wurm 1982:13). 

1.2.2  Binandere language family research 

In the 1890s Australian government officials and gold miners made their first contact 

with the Binandere people. After serious fighting erupted in 1899, the Anglican Church was 

invited to establish a mission station at the mouth of the Mambare River (R. Larsen and J. 

Wilson 1991:10). Copeland King in early 1900 assumed the position of mission station priest 

for the Binandere area. During the next nineteen years until his death in 1918, King invested 

a considerable amount of time in Binandere language study. The manuscript he left behind 

was finally organized and edited by Elder and Ray and was published in 1927 as the 

Grammar and Dictionary of the Binandere Language. This book is seventy-six pages long, 

and it contains a rudimentary alphabet, tentative grammar, a Binandere-to-English dictionary 

and an English-to-Binandere dictionary. The Binandere dictionary contains over 1,600 

entries, which are frequently supplemented with their respective compounds and idioms. In 

his introduction to King’s Grammar, S.H. Ray mentions several other books printed in 

Binandere by the mission during this time. These include translated portions of Genesis, the 

Gospel of Luke, prayer books, psalms, hymns, and a catechism. 

Various Australian government patrols generated superficial linguistic data primarily 

in the form of wordlists. These were recorded in the Cambridge Expedition to the Torres 

Straits by S. H. Ray (1907), the Annual Report 1910-11 by W. M. Strong, and the Annual 

                                                           
1 Both “Northern” and “Oro” are acceptable titles currently in use for this province. 
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Report 1914-15 by E. W. P. Chinnery and W. N. Beaver (Wilson 1969a:74-5). 

During the intervening years, two ethnographies were published on the people of the 

Binandere language family. Anthropologist F. E. Williams authored both of these works, 

Orokaiva Magic (1928) and Orokaiva Society (1930). 

In 1969 Capell wrote The Structure of the Binandere Verb, further expanding King’s 

earlier work. Capell asserts that his primary data sources were his own fieldnotes and the 

Anglican Binandere translation of The Book of Common Prayer, “together with Bible 

translation and some original work available” (1969:1-2). 

Darryl Wilson (1969a) in the same year published a preliminary systematic 

comparison of sixteen Binandere family languages. His research was supplemented by 

various surveys conducted by the Summer Institute of Linguistics, which collected wordlists 

between 1960 and 1975 (Larsen and Wilson 1991:22). 

The first native authored history of the Binandere people, Be Jijimo (1982), earned 

public recognition for John D. Waiko and the Binandere people.2 Waiko submitted copies of 

his dissertation in both the English and Binandere languages to the Australian National 

University (C. Farr 1991:1). 

The diachronic roots of the Binandere language family is the subject of D. Wilson’s 

Proto-Binandere research (1986). This is augmented with a synchronic preliminary 

phonology of the Binandere language proper (D. Wilson 1988). More recently, Robert 

Larsen and Jonathan Wilson (1991) conducted a sociolinguistic survey encompassing ten 

different Binandere villages. Finally, the most current research proposes a tentative 

orthography and phonology (Jonathan Wilson and Kathy Wilson 1993).  

Linguistic studies on related Binandere family languages embrace papers on Suena, 

                                                           
2 John Waiko has not yet published Be Jijimo and it is presently only accessible at the Australian 

National University Library in Canberra. Cynthia Farr received permission to take notes on his dissertation 
while in Canberra in 1991 and graciously relayed them to me. 
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Yekora, Ewage, Orokaiva, and Korafe. Suena research includes D. Wilson’s phonology 

(1969b) and three different grammar papers (1969c, 1974, 1976). Most recently, D. Wilson 

(1994) presents a comparative study of the position of Yekora within the greater Binandere 

language family. Ewage language analyses include a clause level and introductory grammar 

by Doug Parrington and Margaret Parrington (1974a, b). D. Parrington (1980, 1981) presents 

further research findings on Ewage discourse grammar. Orokaiva grammar investigations are 

mainly by Healey, Isoroembo, and Chittleborough (1969) and by Larsen and Larsen (1982). 

Linguists interested in learning more about the sound system of Orokaiva are encouraged to 

read Larsen and Larsen (1977). 

Of all the Binandere family languages, Korafe boasts the greatest amount of 

published linguistic research to date. James Farr and Cynthia Farr (1974) present a 

preliminary phonology while Farr and Farr (1975) systematize the morphology. Papers on 

higher level grammar consist of C. Farr (1976) and J. Farr (1980). C. Farr also takes an in-

depth look at conjunctions (1981). The study of the demonstrative (C. Farr and Whitehead 

1981) sets the stage for further exploration of this ubiquitous deictic. C. Farr, Lowe, and 

Whitehead unite forces to discuss “Topic, Contrast and Control” (1981). Then again, in 

1985, they consider “Explanation in Korafe and English.” C. Farr lays out tense, aspect, and 

mood coding in Korafe in 1991, and describes the switch reference system in 1993. 

1.3  Grammatical overview of the Binandere language 

By way of overview, in this section a brief sketch of the genetic classification of 

Binandere is presented. This is then supplemented with a brief introduction to Binandere 

phonology, morphology, and word order. 

1.3.1  Binandere language classification 

Binandere is the name given to the Papuan language which is a member of the eastern 

Trans-New Guinea Phylum. Located in the Binandere Stock, the Binandere family is related 
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to the Guhu-Samane family-level Isolate, which is the only other member of the Binandere 

Stock (Wurm 1982:156-61). The Binandere language is a member of the Binandere language 

family, which is composed of the following sixteen languages, listed from north to south 

(Larsen and Wilson 1991).  
 

1.  Suena     9.  Hunjara 

2.  Yekora    10.  Ewage 

3.  Zia     11.  Yega 

4.  Mawae    12.  Gaina 

5.  Binandere    13.  Baruga 

6.  Ambasi    14.  Dogoro 

7.  Aeka    15.  Havara 

8.  Orokaiva    16.  Korafe 
 

The linguistic similarity of these sixteen Binandere languages is confirmed by sample 

cognate counts between neighboring languages within the family. Cognate counts range 

anywhere from 52 to 86% between Binandere family languages (Wilson 1969a:65). 

Accordingly, Binandere is ranked 50 to 54% lexically similar with Suena and Zia, and 67% 

with Ambasi (Grimes 1992:824). 

1.3.2  Phonology 

In terms of phonology, Binandere exhibits typical Papuan characteristics (Foley 1992, 

1986; Wurm 1982). The typical Papuan vowel system is comprised of five vowels /i e ‚ o u/. 

Binandere exhibits these five oral vowels as well as their nasalized counterparts /… „ ƒ † ‡/. 

Papuan consonant systems minimally require at least three places of articulation and these 

are evidenced in Binandere’s labial, alveolar, and velar stops. Binandere consonants also 

maintain a voiced and voiceless distinction, /p t k/ and /b d g/. The phonemic status of the 
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Binandere liquid may be contrasted with that of Austronesian languages which typically 

maintain a strict phonemic distinction between /r/ and /l/ (Foley 1992). Unlike the 

Austronesian languages, Papuan languages such as Binandere rarely possess this phonemic 

contrast. Therefore, the flap /‰/ in Binandere exhibits a high degree of allophonic variation 

and may be realized as [‰], [l], [d], or [n].  

A preliminary phonological analysis conducted jointly by my wife and me proposes a 

tentative set of phonemes / / and graphemes < > for the language (Wilson and Wilson 1993). 

The ten Binandere vowel phonemes manifest exactly ten vowel graphemes. However, the 

eleven consonant phonemes may be realized orthographically as eighteen different 

graphemes in the language. 

TABLE 1 
 

BINANDERE PHONEMIC AND ORTHOGRAPHIC INVENTORY 
 

Vowels 

/i  …   e  „    ‚  ƒ    o  †    u  ‡/ 
 <i  in  e  en  ‚  ‚n  o  on  u  un> 

Consonants 

/b         d                g        k  m  n  p  ‰  t     Š       j/ 
<b  mb  d  nd  j  nj  g  ng  k  m  n  p  r  s  t  v  w  y> 

In table 1, a gap above a particular grapheme links it to the previous phoneme 

presented in the parallel row above. Therefore, one phoneme may be realized 

orthographically by two or more graphemes (e.g., /t/ is written <t> before /e ‚ o u/ but <s> 

before /i/). Pattern pressure from English, the official national language, seems to be primarily 
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responsible for the popularity of this orthography which was largely in place prior to our 

arrival in 1991. This is despite the fact that the orthography utilizes several graphemes which 

are phonetically but not phonemically correct. Our principal modification to the alphabet 

which was originally posited by King (1927:6, 29-53 passim) has been to propose that the 

bilabial fricative [Š] be written <w> before the rounded vowels /‚ o u/ and <v> elsewhere. This 

recommendation provides a practical means of transition to English graphemes by use of 

phonetically related symbols. 

1.3.3  Morphology 

In terms of morphological structure, four distinct types of languages have been 

identified throughout the world.3 These are commonly known as isolating, agglutinative, 

inflectional (or fusional), and polysynthetic languages (Crystal 1985:157; Comrie 1989:42-

3). We will focus primarily on the salient characteristics of the agglutinative and inflectional 

languages which exemplify the most prevalent morphological structures in Binandere.  

Binandere nominals display some agglutinative characteristics which are typical for 

Papuan languages in general (Foley 1992). Agglutination refers to words which commonly 

manifest a linear sequence of individual morphemes.4 In Binandere this linear ordering of 

separate morphemes is commonly exhibited as follows:  

(1) ma-mai-mi        mamb-era 
 PL-child-ERG  go-PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 The boys went. [A-92-I] 

Thus, there is a linear one-to-one correspondence between the highlighted 

                                                           
3 Morphological typology is a linguistic discipline which studies the structural similarities of word 

forms between languages in order to propose an acceptable classification of languages (Crystal 1985:319). 
4 This may be exemplified by the word mis/ spell/ ed ‘wrong/ spell/ past tense’ in English. Both the 

definition and English example of agglutination have been adapted from Crystal (1985:11). 
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morphemes ma-, mai, and -mi and their respective meanings ‘plural’, ‘child’ and ‘ergative’. 

This characteristic is typical for some Binandere nominals but does not adequately describe 

every morphological structure in the language. In fact, many Binandere nominals and verb 

forms exhibit inflectional characteristics which are radically different from these 

agglutinative structures.  

Inflectional languages differ from agglutinating languages in that the former exhibit 

structures whose morphemes have become fused in such a way that two or more 

morphological oppositions may be simultaneously present in one form. A word form of this 

variety cannot be parsed linearly so that a one-to-one correspondence can be established 

between each morpheme and each individual meaning (Crystal 1985:157). Both the presence 

of the pronominal root na ‘1SG’ and the suffix -kare ‘PL.EXCL’ in the following example 

exhibit a recurring theme of canonical inflectional (or fusional) languages. 

(2) na-to-kare                   dasiga  oro 
 1SG-GEN-PL.EXCL  praise  men’s.house 

 Our (excl.) praise house. [Letter3 010] 

Binandere verbs also exhibit a rich morphological structure. Consider the first person 

singular indicative future form of the verb ‘weave’ in the following example. The verb suffix   

-ana contains four different meaning components all of which are conflated in one indivisible 

morpheme. 

(3) na     kiki     jir-ana 
 1SG  story  weave-FUT.1SG.INDIC 

 I will tell a story. [Hunt1 002] 

In sum, we must conclude that although Binandere does exhibit some agglutinative 

characteristics, it also simultaneously exhibits a substantial number of morphological 
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structures which manifest inflectional characteristics. Therefore, in terms of morphological 

typology, Binandere is not the model Papuan agglutinative language. However, in terms of 

the world’s languages in general, Binandere is not unusual since “the majority (perhaps all) 

of the world’s languages do not correspond exactly to one or other of these types” (Comrie 

1989:47).5 

Two other morphological characteristics in Binandere are also implicational 

universals of SOV languages in general (Hwang 1994). These may be described as: (1) mode 

of affixation: Binandere morphology favors suffixation as opposed to prefixation; and (2) 

fully inflected verb: Binandere employs a fully inflected final verb as opposed to a fully 

inflected initial verb form. 

Wurm (1982:80-85) also describes three additional morphological features which 

typologize TNGP language verb systems and are present in Binandere. (1) One bound 

subject marker indicates two or several different persons (e.g., the Binandere past tense final 

verb suffix -era indexes both first person and third person plural subjects). (2) Dependent 

medial verb forms “indicate the relationship between the actions referred to by the medial 

and final verbs such as simultaneity, successivity, duration of one of the actions and 

punctiliarity of the other, temporal relations, conditional and causal relations, and others” 

(83). (3) A switch reference system is frequently employed which specifies the  

identity versus non-identity of the subjects of the medial and final verbs and is usually 
indicated by separate sets of forms, and in very many languages, the medial verb forms 
mark the person and number of the subject of the medial verb, or in an anticipatory 
manner, of the subject of the final verb, or of both (83). 

There are still other morphological characteristics which are unique to the Binandere 

language family in general. When relevant, these will be described in conjunction with the 

                                                           
5 In contrast to Papuan languages, Austronesian languages are typically isolating in character, 

displaying a one-to-one correspondence between words and morphemes but little if any compositional 
morphology (Foley 1992; Comrie 1989). 
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specific nominal structure in focus.  

1.3.4  Word order  

As was alluded to above in section 1.3.3, Binandere may be classified as a Subject-

Object-Verb (SOV) language. This method of categorization is founded on the most 

fundamental clausal word order prevalent in a given language and “characterizes the relative 

order of subject, verb, and object” (Comrie 1989:87). Given these parameters, six logical 

language types can be posited: SOV, SVO, VSO, VOS, OSV, and OVS. Greenberg (1966) 

popularized this mode of classification in his systematic quest for language universals. The 

end result of this and later research has been the proposal of numerous implicational 

universals which are based on word order typology.  

Rather than describe every permutation in an SOV language such as Binandere, I 

have chosen instead to briefly describe a few of the more salient word order tendencies. Thus 

the following Binandere examples will encompass the language’s foundational clause order, 

as well as its typical adposition order and NP modifier order. These are in agreement with the 

diverse variety of noun phrase constituent orders present in the TNGP in general (see chapter 

5), and with Greenberg’s basic implicational universals proposed for SOV languages (1966). 

The basic word order for the intransitive clause is SV: 

 S          V 
(4) Justin  gumb-ira 
 Justin   come-TP.3SG.INDIC 

 Justin came. [B-91-II 668] 

The basic word order for the transitive clause is SOV: 
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 S                       O              V 
(5) embotopo-mi  asi             pip-itera 
 friend-ERG      string.bag  put-RP.1/3PL.INDIC 

 Our friends gave the string bag (to us). [B-91-II 946] 

All nominal adpositions occur postnominally (i.e., in postpositional locative phrases): 

          N        POST 
(6) ma-mai    tote  awa           ewa    do-da          dagumb-etero 
 PL-child  two  that.ABS  ocean  inside-LOC  submerge-DS.SEQ 1/3PL 

 . . . Those two children submerged themselves in the ocean . . . [Bird 002] 

            N         POST 
(7) buro     na-to          aikae-be          nasi     demo-da 
 garden  1SG-GEN  close-INTNS  village  beside-LOC 

 My garden is very close, beside the village. [Garden 007] 

Adjectival modifiers routinely follow their head noun in basic NP constructions: 

 N        ADJ 
(8) un      damo  pi-ara 
 water  cold    put-FUT.1/3PL.INDIC 

 We will give (them) cold water. [Visitors 001] 

Quantifiers occur invariably after the nominal they modify: 

 N       QAN 
(9) un      tamonde  isi-ma                   e-do            era 
 water  three         remain-SS.HAB  do-SS.SEQ  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 They live (along) three rivers. [Migration 016] 
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 N         QAN 
(10) wo        jiwae-be         gi-do  
 animal  many-INTNS  see-SS.SEQ 

 (He) sees very many fish . . . [Fish 010] 

Genitive modifiers, however, typically precede their head nouns in possessive NPs: 

     GEN                     N 
(11) mai    bajina-mi  apie-da                 ji        awa          bur-isina 
 child  big-ERG  grandparent-GEN  tooth  that.ABS  hold-RP.3SG.INDIC 

 The big child got ahold of the grandfather’s tooth. [Monster 060] 

          GEN         N 
(12) na      ito            namenji-be        Pastor  Randolph 
 1SG  2SG.GEN  brother-INTNS  Pastor  Randolph 

 I am your true brother Pastor Randolph. [Letter1 011] 

This ordering of possessive NP constituents is reversed in atypical pronominal 

constructions. Nonetheless, the more normative pattern is exemplified here (the atypical post 

pronominal possessive NP is described in section 3.2.3). 

1.4  Limitations and delimitations of the study  

Because this is the first study ever devoted exclusively to Binandere nominal 

structures, it is by necessity primarily descriptive in nature. Furthermore, because of size and 

time constraints, I have limited the scope of my presentation to encompass only lower level 

Binandere nominal structures. Even within these parameters, however, this thesis cannot 

adequately describe and define every significant lower level nominal structure in the 

language. Those structures which have been described and presented were specifically 

chosen because of their interesting characteristics and/or their high level of frequency in the 

language.  

When appropriate, comparisons have been made with similar nominal structures in 
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related Papuan and TNGP languages. I have also made frequent reference to similar English 

structures so that a native English speaker can better learn Binandere. 

1.5  Methodology 

In spite of the descriptive orientation of the thesis, the reader will occasionally 

encounter some terms and explanations which reflect my functional-typological theoretical 

background (Givón 1984; Longacre 1983; Shopen 1985).6 Most of these comments, 

however, occur at the end of a section so as to not detract from the major thrust of the 

discussion at hand. Rather than focus on theoretical issues, I have endeavored to present my 

findings in such a way that all interested parties, regardless of their theoretical linguistic 

persuasion, may understand them. 

1.6  Data corpus 

My wife Kathy and I collected the greater part of the data corpus while living with 

the Binandere people for a total of seventeen months within the period extending from 

February 1991 to April 1994. Working under the direction of the Summer Institute of 

Linguistics, my family and I had the privilege of first taking up residence in the Binandere 

village of Ewore for sixteen months before establishing a more permanent homestead in 

Nindewari. Consequently, the greater portion of the data collected on site was secured in 

Ewore. The village of Ewore is situated on the banks of the Gira River at an elevation of 90 

feet (30 m) and is located twenty miles inland from the coast and fifty miles west of 

Popondetta, the capital of Oro Province. The remaining portion of the data corpus was 

collected while in residence at Nindewari (three miles downriver from Ewore) or via 

correspondence after returning to the United States. The portion of data from which the bulk 

                                                           
6 The functional-typological school contends that sentence level analysis only tells investigators that 

certain structures are possible. The systematic quantificational study of syntax in discourse, however, can help 
explain morphosyntactic structures’ functional distribution within the text (Givón 1984:11). 
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of my analyses are drawn is summarized below in table 2. 

TABLE 2 
 

TEXT DATABASE SUMMARY 
 

Main database  Supplemental database 
Text name # sent. Form Genre Text name # sent. Form Genre 
  Axe 4 R P   Centennial 28 W,R H-TR 
  Bat 22 R N   Fish 18 R P 
  Bird 4 R N   Garden 11 R D 
  Canoe 4 W,R P   Gospel 8 W D 
  Cassowary 44 R N   Helper 59 W N-TR 
  Drum 5 W,R P   Initiation 13 R N 
  Hunt1 5 R N   Luke 31 W N-TR 
  Hunt2 8 R N   Migration 17 R N 
  Letter1 12 W    Prayer 9 W H 
  Letter2 14 W    Primer 25 W N 
  Letter3 18 W    Seeds 25 R N 
  Letter4 16 W    Song1 5 W  
  Monster 82 W N   Song2 8 W  
  Naming 10 R N   Song3 5 W  
  Sago 5 R P   Visitors 22 W D 
  Tot 7 R N     
  Wallaby 20 R N     
Sentence total 280    284   
Combined database sentence total = 564                         
Key- W: written text, R: audio recorded text, N: narrative, P: procedural, D: drama, H: 
hortatory, TR: translated 

The corpus of data consists of three parts. The first two parts are contained in the 

“text database” consisting of the “main text database” and the “supplemental database”. 

These are presented in table 2 above. The text names used in each database are listed there 
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along with the number of their respective sentences.7 In the main database there are 

seventeen interlinearized texts representing several different genres. The supplemental 

database differs from the former in that it contains only partially interlinearized texts. Fifteen 

texts of various genres are present in the supplemental database. 

Within the text database, texts vary in length from four to eighty-two sentences. In a 

total of thirty-two texts consisting of 564 sentences, the average text length is eighteen 

sentences. Most sentences in the text database are composed of several clauses. This is in 

contrast to the shorter length of most sentences found in the third part of the data corpus.  

Database texts are indexed according to their respective form and genre in table 2. 

Those texts which were collected in written form are distinguished from those which have 

been transcribed from audio tape recordings. Those which are marked for both have been 

transcribed by a Binandere language speaker and recorded on tape as well. Texts which have 

no genre reference include letters and songs which are indicated by text name. Texts listed as 

drama are Binandere authored skits and role-plays prepared for language learning or 

performance. The three texts which have been listed as “translated” (TR) refer to texts which 

have been translated into Binandere by bilingual Binandereans. One is the Centennial, a 

hortatory text translated from English into Binandere by Augustine Bogino, a retired 

Binandere community school teacher. Another translated text is the narrative named Helper. 

This particular text was translated from Melanesian Pidgin into Binandere by Wilberforce 

Jiwaibae. The third and final translated text, the Luke narrative text, was translated from 

English into Binandere collectively by six different Binandere speakers. 

The third part of the data corpus encompasses numerous sentences which have been 

assembled in nine different notebooks totaling approximately 350 pages of handwritten 

                                                           
7 Intonation patterns and clear phonological sentence final pauses have been used to determine 

sentence breaks in the absence of final verb suffixes in ambiguous sections of oral text. Sentence divisions in 
written texts have been based on punctuation (if present), final verb suffixes, and sentence patterns previously 
established as valid in unambiguous sections of oral text. 
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material. These sentences comprise the “fieldnote database”. Though many of these are 

elicited sentences transcribed during language learning sessions, the majority have been 

obtained through informal observation and interaction in the vernacular. Several other non-

elicited sentences were heard in normal conversation and recorded in the fieldnote database.  

Within the body of the thesis I first illustrate a given nominal structure by means of a 

representative example from the main text database. If unavailable, I then resort to the 

supplemental text database, and last of all to the fieldnote database. In addition to the three 

major parts of the corpus referred to above, a lexicon of 685 different entries was compiled 

from the main text database. This was used in conjunction with King’s Binandere dictionary 

of over 1,600 words (1927). 

1.7  Organization of the thesis 

Following this introductory chapter about the people, previous linguistic research, 

and language classification, chapter 2 presents the nouns. Binandere nouns are described in 

terms of their simple, derived, and compound structural classes, and their kinship and 

nonkinship number classes. A special code language engendered by Binandere personal 

names and the nominal case marking system are also described. Chapter 3 describes 

Binandere personal pronouns in terms of their unique case marking strategies. The 

absolutive, ergative, genitive, and dative/comitative personal pronouns are systematically 

presented and accompanied with representative examples. In chapter 4, Binandere 

demonstratives are presented and described in terms of their unique case forms and 

functions. The definitizing nature of demonstratives is addressed as are their gestural, 

symbolic, and endophoric referential uses. Chapter 5 considers the structure of the Binandere 

noun phrase. The five major noun phrase types found in the language—the basic, possessive, 

coordinate, alternative, and appositional noun phrases—are described in terms of their most 

normative patterns in the language. The variant ordering of constituents in the possessive NP 
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is of particular interest. Finally, chapter 6 presents some conclusions and insights gained as a 

result of this study. 

All of the examples used in the thesis have been given in the proposed orthography. 

One basic orthographic convention which the reader should be alerted to is the use the vowel 

plus nasal consonant sequence to symbolize a nasalized vowel. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NOUNS 

2.0  Introduction 

Nouns are words whose primary function is to refer. By the conventions of language 

analysis they are symbols which represent “real-world or imaginary entities” (Foley 

1986:65). An entity may be defined as ‘that which has existence’ and thus by definition 

encompasses the semantic categories of person, place, thing, state, or quality.8 Since these 

entities are the referents of nouns, nouns may be defined as referring expressions. Nouns can 

be contrasted with pronouns (see chapter 3) in regards to the type of referring relationship 

they maintain with their referents. Nouns typically exhibit a constant “one-to-one 

relationship” with their real-world or imaginary referents, while pronouns exhibit a “many-

to-one relationship” (Foley 1986:65). Thus in Binandere jisi always refers to an ‘eye’ and 

never to an ‘ear’ (dengoro). In like manner ainya always refers to a ‘cockatoo’ and never to a 

‘crocodile’ (imbaga).  

In the sections that follow, Binandere nouns are divided into various subclasses 

according to their structure and ability to be marked for number. Binandere personal names 

are then described in regards to their atypical structure and affinal name calling taboos. 

Finally, the Binandere nominal case system is presented with its absolutive/ergative case 

marking and nominative/accusative verb concord. 

2.1  Structural classes 

Binandere nominals may be divided into three fundamental structural classes: simple, 

derived, and compound nouns. The ordering of the three classes in the preceding list is 

significant. Each of the above-named classes is presented in ascending order of complexity. 

                                                           
8 Definitions here come from a synthesis of those posed for both entity and noun in Givón (1984:56) 

and Random House Webster’s Dictionary (1993). 
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Therefore, the final class of compound nouns has the potential for the greatest structural 

complexity and may instantiate any combination of simple, derived, and simple + derived 

nouns. This same ordering of structural classes is followed below. 

2.1.1  Simple nouns 

The majority of Binandere noun forms are members of the class of simple nouns. 

Nouns of this class exhibit a basic structure which consists of a single nominal root. This 

structure represents an independent word and does not require any additional affixation or 

compounding to complete its basic meaning. Simple nouns do, however, fill the head 

position of NPs, combine with case marking clitics, and routinely function as grammatical 

subjects, direct objects, and indirect objects (see section 2.2 for simple noun pluralization 

strategies). 

The sampling of simple noun forms presented below has been organized according to 

the semantic categories ‘concrete’ and ‘abstract’. A brief inspection will confirm the absence 

of any significant structural difference between the two semantic classes.  

Most simple nouns belong to the semantic class of concrete nouns: 

(1) ainya  ‘cockatoo’   kandoro ‘rat’ 

 asi  ‘string’    ni9  ‘tree’ or ‘bird’ 

 babara  ‘bat.kind’   un  ‘water’ 

 dauru  ‘wallaby’   wogoro ‘swamp’ 

 ewae  ‘sago.mallet’   yambe  ‘prow’ 

                                                           
9 Depending on the context, ni may be translated ‘tree’ or ‘bird’. 
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The remaining simple nouns belong to the semantic class of abstract nouns, e.g., 

(2) bega  ‘peace’    kotopu  ‘sacred’ 

 buria  ‘offense’   memesi ‘pain’ 

 gegata  ‘jealousy’   rirowa  ‘revenge’ 

 jimbo  ‘deed’10    umbugo ‘character’ 

 karu  ‘sickness’   wasiri  ‘life’ 

2.1.2  Derived nouns 

Derived nouns comprise a smaller class than do their simple noun counterparts. 

Nonetheless, they still fill the head position in NPs, function grammatically like simple 

nouns, and take case marking clitics. Structurally, the derived noun differs from the simple 

noun in that the former requires a verb root base. 

The construction of the Binandere singular derived noun form is accomplished 

routinely by combining the verb root with the nominalizing suffix -ari ‘NOMZ’. This 

nominalizing strategy is an effective means for deriving deverbal nouns and agentive NPs in 

the language. Both adjectives and infinitives can also be derived in the same way. However, 

more research is needed to determine whether or not gerundive and abstract nouns can also 

be derived using this method.  

The following examples demonstrate the derivations of two singular deverbal nouns 

and two agentive NPs: 

(3) ateg  +  -ari   →  ateg-ari 
 greet  -NOMZ greet-NOMZ  ‘a greeting’ 

(4) kap  +  -ari   →  kap-ari 
 cut  -NOMZ cut-NOMZ  ‘a cut’ 

                                                           
10 By ‘deed’ is meant any ‘moral action’ whether good or evil. 
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(5) atopat  +  -ari   →  atopat-ari 
 teach  -NOMZ teach-NOMZ  ‘a teacher’ 

(6) ji  +  -ari   →  ji-ari 
 grip  -NOMZ grip-NOMZ  ‘a director’ 

The construction of the plural derived noun form can be initiated by attaching the 

nominalizer suffix -egari ‘NOMZ.PL’ to the verb root. The verb root of the plural derived 

noun may also exhibit CV syllable reduplication. The motivation for the reduplicated 

syllable is not yet known. When the verb root of a plural derived noun ends with a vowel, a 

morphophonemic epenthesis rule normally inserts a consonant between the final vowel of the 

verb root and the initial vowel of the plural nominalizing suffix as in (8) below.11 

(7) kap  +  -egari        →     ka-kap-egari 
 cut  -NOMZ.PL     REDUP-cut-NOMZ.PL  ‘cuts’ 

(8) ji  +  -egari        →     ji-ji-r-egari 
 grip  -NOMZ.PL     REDUP-grip-∅-NOMZ.PL ‘directors’ 

Other Binandere family languages also attach similar nominalizing suffixes to the 

verb root to derive nouns.12 D. Wilson asserts that the Suena -ai nominalizing suffix can 

combine with the verb root to produce a derived noun, a derived adjective, or an infinitive. 

Furthermore, he warns that the nominalizing suffix -ai can be easily confused with the 

“homophonous 3rd person singular Finite Dependent Future” verb suffix (1974:12). It 

appears that the Binandere -ari suffix has the exact same functions as the -ai suffix in Suena. 

I am not aware of any other Trans-New Guinea Phylum (TNGP) language which 

employs nominalizing suffixes with the same functional load as that described in the 

                                                           
11 Since adequate data are lacking, a more principled explanation for this phenomenon must await 

future research. However, Korafe apparently exhibits a similar insertion process taking place among its verb 
forms (C. Farr 1993:161). 

12 Ewage (Parrington and Parrington 1974) and Orokaiva (Larsen and Larsen 1982) use an identical -
ari suffix to derive nouns. Suena employs the suffix -ai in the same way (D. Wilson 1974). 
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previous paragraph for the Binandere family. A neighboring TNGP language, Yareba, in 

eastern Oro Province, combines the nominalizing suffix -eta with verb roots to produce 

derived nouns and infinitives (Weimer and Weimer 1975:690). However, no mention is made 

of any other uses of the same suffix. Siroi, a TNGP language of Madang Province, combines 

the nominalization clitic -nu with adjectives, nouns, verb stems, clauses, and merged 

sentences (Wells 1979:13). Therefore, the functional load of this clitic surpasses that of the 

nominalizing suffix in Binandere. 

2.1.3  Compound nouns 

A compound noun consists of two or more nominal bases (simple or derived) which 

have been brought together to form one semantic whole. The resulting compound fills the 

head position of NPs, functions grammatically as an independent noun, and regularly takes 

case marking clitics. The absence of any substantial phonological pause or intonation break 

between nominal bases in compound nouns lends further support to this analysis. 

The typical compound noun involves two nouns in a modifying relationship. The 

Modifier + Head order is the most frequent pattern found in Binandere compound nouns. 

English compound nouns of the same order are airport, garageman, and pine needle. Most 

Binandere compound nouns’ meanings are readily determined from the combined meanings 

of their individual parts: 

(9) be         tu 
 mouth  hair  ‘mustache’ 

(10) biore      mai13 
 chicken  child  ‘chick’ 

                                                           
13 The word mai, when functioning as a generic noun is always glossed ‘child’, but depending on the 

context, it may also be translated ‘baby’, ‘boy’, or ‘son’. This is because the word mai carries with it the 
semantic components of new born, male, and offspring. 
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(11) ni     tutu 
 tree  base  ‘tree trunk’ 

(12) wao  embo 
 trap  man  ‘trapper’ 

(13) un       wo14 
 water  animal  ‘fish’ or ‘turtle’ 

(14) ambe          igi 
 sago.palm  leaf   ‘sago palm leaf’ 

Compound nouns like those just named are cited by King (1927:7) in Binandere and 

by Parrington and Parrington (1974:54) in Ewage. They are also evidenced in Korafe (C. 

Farr 1993), Orokaiva (Larsen and Larsen 1982), and in Suena (D. Wilson 1974). Beyond the 

Binandere language family, nominal compounds seem prevalent throughout the TNGP.15 

Unlike the typical compound nouns above, there are some compound nouns which 

possess meanings which cannot be directly ascertained from the sum of their individual parts. 

These involve word sequences which are restricted both semantically and syntactically so 

that they behave as a single unit. Compound nouns which function in this way are called 

idiomatic expressions.16 All of the following Modifier + Head compounds seem to fall into 

this category. 

(15) ba     tutu 
 taro  base  ‘taro owner’ 

                                                           
14 The word wo ‘animal’ is a generic term which includes all land animals and water animals and/or 

fish. Therefore, depending on the context, the same word may be translated differently. Consequently, I have 
offered two legitimate alternative choices which obtain when wo ‘animal’ is collocated with un. 

15 MacDonald (1990:90-1) mentions the productivity of nominal compounding in Tauya of Madang 
Province. Haiman (1980:219-20) describes compound nouns in Hua of the Eastern Highlands Province, and 
Franklin (1971:51-2) in Kewa of the Southern Highlands Province. These languages are classified as TNGP 
members (Wurm 1982).  

16 This definition of idiomatic as it applies to compound nouns has been modified from Crystal 
(1985:152). 
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(16) mai    ganji 
 child  forked.stick ‘forked stick for hanging bag containing child’ 

(17) sino17   mai 
 drum  child  ‘small drum’ 

(18) sirauwa   mai 
 fish.trap  child  ‘inner fish trap cage’ 

(19) sino    ni 
 drum  tree  ‘tree for making drums’ 

(20) garara        uji 
 palm.kind  flower ‘rice’ 

(21) ove     gai-ari 
 mark  spear-NOMZ ‘writing’ 

(22) sino    ni     to 
 drum  tree  hole ‘tree hole (containing beeswax) for making drums’ 

Compound nouns exhibiting Head + Head construction in Binandere are less common 

than those involving a modifier base. English two-headed nominal compounds are even 

scarcer. The most closely related English construction may be coordinate NPs such as arms 

and legs, and pots and pans. Despite their relative absence in English, nominal Head + Head 

compounding is attested in Suena (D. Wilson 1974:159), Kewa (Franklin 1969:92), and 

Edolo18 (Gossner 1994:95). Bases in such constructions share common semantic components 

and pattern together phonologically as one new word. 

(23) embo-mai 
 man-child   ‘people’ 

(24) ipa-tai 
 hand-foot   ‘limbs’ 

                                                           
17 The noun sino has three different meanings which are usually contextually explicit. Progressing 

from the most common meaning to the least, these are:(1) ‘dog’, (2) ‘drum’, and (3) ‘handle’ (as in the woven 
handle-straps on a string bag). 

18 Edolo (also known as Etoro) is a TNGP language spoken in the Southern Highlands Province 
(Gossner 1994:3-4). 
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(25) o-teo 
 pot-plate   ‘dishes’ 

(26) sino-pu 
 dog-pig   ‘animals’ 

(27) oro-mando 
 men’s.house-family.house ‘houses’ 

2.2  Number classes 

Kinship and nonkinship nouns comprise two important noun classes in Binandere 

which can be contrasted on the basis of their ability to be marked for plural number. The 

majority of nouns fall within the nonkinship class of nouns. Most nonkinship nouns are not 

marked overtly for plurality; consequently, their number must be inferred from the context. 

The remaining group of nouns constitutes the kinship class of nouns. In contrast to the 

nonkinship noun class, kinship nouns consistently manifest both singular and plural forms. 

2.2.1  Kinship nouns 

Binandere terms of kinship signal the singular versus plural distinction directly by 

various morphological alternations. Reduplication, cliticization, and compounding are all 

productive strategies for marking plurality on kinship nouns.19 Table 3 is a representative 

sampling of singular and plural kinship noun forms. 

                                                           
19 Reduplication is defined as “a process of repetition whereby the form of a prefix/suffix reflects 

certain phonological characteristics of the root” (Crystal 1985:259). The repetition of the medial CV syllable in 
example (30)-(31) below has led me to generalize the above definition to embrace any affix meeting this 
criteria. Crystal (1985:10) describes an affix as a bound morpheme which must be attached to the root or stem 
of a word. In contrast, a clitic is a bound element which phonologically patterns as an inflectional affix, but 
grammatically functions as an independent word (Zwicky 1992). Unlike affixes, clitics may be separated from 
the word they are modifying by an intervening word and still maintain a grammatical relationship with the 
original word. Clitics also typically manifest a variety of functions, whereas affixes tend to manifest a restricted 
function (Elson and Pickett 1983:141-3). Cliticization is the process whereby these clitics attach to the word or 
phrase with which they occur. Compounding has been described in section 2.1.3. 
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TABLE 3  
 

KINSHIP NOUN FORMS 
 

Gloss  Singular Plural 

‘son’ or ‘child’ mai mamai 

‘sister’s child’ metoro memetoro 

‘grandparent’ apie apipie 

‘friend’ otawo otatawo 

‘man’ embo embobo 

‘mother’s brother’ umbo umbobo 

‘mother’ ai ai mono 

‘father’ mamo mamono 

‘cross cousin’ mato mato mono 

‘sister’ (ego = female) dao dao ae mono 

‘sister’ (ego = male) ru ru ae mono 

‘brother’ (ego = male)1 namenji nano namenji 

‘husband’ iu ibono mai 

‘wife’ aro asini mai 

‘daughter’ gagara maingagara 
     1 The kinship terms for ‘brother’ (ego = female) are ru (singular)  
      and ru ae mono (plural). They are identical to the kinship terms  
      for ‘sister’ (ego = male). 
 

 

The three basic strategies for marking plurality on kinship nouns (reduplication, 

cliticization, and compounding) are also useful for describing the three major formal classes 

of kinship nouns which they produce. Each of these formal classes of kinship nouns 

(reduplicated, cliticized, and compound) can also be subdivided further. Kinship nouns 
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which utilize reduplication can be systematized according to the kind of reduplication they 

exhibit. Those kinship nouns which utilize cliticization can be reorganized according to their 

clitics’ pre- or postpositional relation to the nominal base. Finally, those kinship nouns which 

employ compounding to produce their plural forms may also be distinguished as to the 

appended noun’s pre- or postnominal position. 

Reduplicated kinship nouns own the largest class membership of formal kinship noun 

classes and may be divided into three subsets. This division is based upon whether or not a 

particular kinship noun displays reduplication of a word initial, medial, or final CV 

syllable.20 

The following examples of pluralized kinship nouns have been organized according 

to the kind of reduplication they employ. The first set displays word initial CV syllable 

reduplication: 

(28) ma-mai 
 PL-child 

 ‘children’ 

(29) me-metoro 
 PL-sister’s child 

 ‘sister’s children’ 

The second set employs word medial CV syllable reduplication: 

(30) a-pi-pie 
 PL-grandparent21 

 ‘grandparents’ 

                                                           
20 I am indebted to both Weimer and Weimer (1970) and D. Wilson (1974) for insights gleaned from 

their research on reduplication. 
21 I have preposed the reduplicated-infix-gloss ‘PL’ in examples (30)-(31), because most English noun 

forms do not lend themselves well to illustrating medial infixation in a parallel fashion on the gloss line. 
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(31) o-ta-tawo 
 PL-friend 

 ‘friends’ 

The third set employs word final CV syllable reduplication: 

(32) embo-bo 
 man-PL 

 ‘men’ 

(33) umbo-bo 
 mother’s brother-PL 

 ‘mother’s brothers’ 

Kinship nouns which exhibit cliticized plural forms are also prevalent and can be 

subdivided according to the types of clitics they employ. A clitic which is dependent upon a 

preceding word for its pronunciation and function is called an enclitic. Conversely, a clitic 

which depends upon a following word for its phonological form and function is called a 

proclitic (Crystal 1985:51). Based on these distinctions, we will first consider the subset of 

kinship nouns which employ pluralizing enclitics, before taking into account the subset of 

kinship nouns which employ pluralizing proclitics. 

Kinship nouns which utilize enclitics for marking their plural forms constitute the 

second subset of kinship nouns in my database. This  subset can be divided further into two 

simpler groupings of encliticized kinship nouns and one single group of procliticized kinship 

nouns.  

The first group employs the -mono enclitic: 

(34) ai-mono 
 mother-PL 

 ‘mothers’ 
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(35) ma-mono22 
 father-PL 

 ‘fathers’ 

The next group combines the above -mono enclitic with a preceding -ae. This 

additional clitic appears to be related to the coordinating clitic, -ae ‘COOR’ or ‘and’, but it 

patterns differently in this combination (see section 5.3).23 

(36) dao-ae-mono 
 sister (ego = female)-?-PL 

 ‘sisters’ (ego = female) 

(37) ru-ae-mono 
 sister (ego = male)-?-PL 

 ‘sisters’ (ego = male) 

One representative example of the final group of cliticized kinship nouns which 

employs a proclitic to produce its plural form is: 

(38) nano-namenji 
 PL-brother 

 ‘brothers’ 

The next description of compounded kinship nouns will complete our exposition of 

kinship nouns. This formal class is unique because it consistently combines with the noun 

mai ‘child’ to pluralize its members. Thus, mai is conjoined pre- or postpositionally to 

produce these idiomatic forms which are not easily glossed. Consider the following two 

                                                           
22 The final -mo of the word mamo ‘father’ apparently triggers a morphophonemic deletion rule when 

it collides with the identical initial CV syllable of the -mono ‘plural’ enclitic. The resulting conflation patterns 
as one phonological word. For this reason, I write the resulting mamono ‘fathers’ as one word in table 3. 

23 Pending further investigation, the -ae morpheme will be glossed ‘?’ because its meaning is not yet 
known. 
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plural kinship nouns which show little resemblance to the singular kinship nouns iu 

‘husband’ and aro ‘wife’: 

(39) ibono24-mai  ‘husbands’ 

(40) asini25-mai  ‘wives’ 

One kinship noun has been attested which combines with mai ‘child’ word initially to 

produce its plural form: 

(41) mai-gagara26 
 child-daughter27 

 ‘daughters’ 

It is obvious that the postnominal mai mentioned earlier is homophonous with the 

pre-nominal mai just presented. However, though there may be some general phonological 

resemblance between the -mono enclitic (also mentioned earlier) and the nano- proclitic 

(e.g., both exhibit CVCV structures with nasal consonant onsets), these two forms are not 

homophonous. Nevertheless, when we consider the choice of the nasal consonant onset of the 

-mono and nano- clitics, we may conclude that there are certain morphophonemic restrictions 

governing their use. If the kinship noun begins with a nasal consonant, the initial nasal 

                                                           
24 The word ibono is always followed by mai ‘child’ in my fieldnotes. This could imply that it has no 

independent meaning as a free form. Two other forms, aibono and iuibono which both mean ‘husbands’ are 
recorded by King (1927:8). Nevertheless, since neither form (aibono or iuibono) has been attested in my text 
database or fieldnotes, their current usage is suspect. 

25 The word asini never appears in isolation in my data. King, however, lists both asini and aroasini as 
acceptable plural forms for ‘wife’ (1927:8). See my last statement in the previous footnote.  

26 When mai occurs word initially in this compound noun, the m processionally spreads phonetic 
nasalization to the following diphthong ai which in turn phonetically nasalizes the following velar stop g 
([mƒ…] + [g‚g‚r‚] → [mƒ…œg‚g‚r‚] /m‚ig‚g‚r‚/ maingagara ‘daughters’). According to present orthographic 
conventions, word medially /b, d, g/ are written <mb, nd, nj, ng> following a syllable with a nasal consonant 
onset (see Wilson and Wilson 1993). 

27 The word gagara may be translated ‘girl’ or ‘daughter’. 
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consonant of the pluralizing -mono or nano- clitic employed is always identical to the initial 

nasal consonant of the cliticized kinship noun. Hence, some kind of reduplication might be in 

operation here. 

2.2.2  Nonkinship nouns 

Nonkinship terms in Binandere may be translated as either singular or plural in 

number. These nouns have unmarked base forms which must depend on other sentential 

constituents and discourse context to resolve ambiguity. If modifying adjectives and 

quantifiers are absent, verb agreement or actual speaker gestures may clarify their singular or 

plural number.  

An example of a statement employing a nonkinship noun which is unspecified for 

singular or plural number is: 

(42) mutari28  ouwa         ito         
 coconut    that.ABS  2SG.GEN     

 That/Those coconut(s) over there is/are yours. [B-91-I 359] 

The person being spoken to in this example cannot deduce from the statement alone 

that only one coconut tree is being pointed out. Since the demonstrative ouwa can be 

translated either ‘that’ or ‘those’, it does not resolve the singular versus plural distinction. 

Furthermore, the ambiguity of the nonkinship noun persists because of the absence of the 

verb.29  

The following example illustrates how both a number quantifier and a verb ending 

together can confirm the plural number of a nonkinship noun. 

                                                           
28 The word mutari ‘coconut’ may be translated either ‘coconut tree’ or ‘coconut’ depending on the 

context. 
29 Stative clauses do not require a verb in Binandere. This agrees with D. Wilson’s Suena Grammar 

which asserts that “A Stative Clause contains no predicate tagmeme” (1974:96). 
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(43) mutari   tutu  tote  it-era 
 coconut  base  two  remain-PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 There are two coconut tree trunks. [Primer 015] 

The number tote ‘two’ in (43) clarifies the plural number of mutari tutu ‘coconut 

base’ or ‘coconut trunk’. This coupled with the verb suffix confirms the plural subject 

number of this nonkinship compound noun. 

In example (44), another instance of an ambiguous nonkinship noun is presented: 

(44) eutu       wo       jip-eira            
 woman  animal  scoop-PRES.3SG.INDIC 

 The woman is catching (a) fish. [Primer 008] 

Given this statement in isolation, one could easily be deceived as to how many wo 

‘animals’ or ‘fish’ are being caught (see section 2.1.3, n. 7 regarding alternative meanings for 

wo). The nonkinship noun wo could legitimately be either singular or plural in number. Only 

by taking the larger context of (44) into consideration can we be sure that only one fish is 

being talked about. 

The next example demonstrates how the plural number of wo ‘animal’ can be 

indicated by means of a quantifier. 

(45) wo        jiwae-be         gi-do             era                  
 animal  many-INTNS  see-SS.SEQ  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC  

 They repeatedly see very many fish. [Fish 009] 

In contrast to example (44), the nonkinship noun in (45) takes the indefinite quantifier 

jiwae ‘many’. The quantifier thereby indicates the plural number of the nonkinship noun, wo 

‘animal’. 
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2.3  Personal names 

The noun class composed of personal names is actually a subclass of the larger class 

of proper nouns (PNs). Binandere PNs, like English PNs, include names of people, places, 

and calendar items (Quirk et al., 1985:288). These are unique referring expressions, in 

contrast to common nouns which have a wider, more generic reference.30 Proper nouns also 

contrast with common nouns by not taking modifying adjectives, quantifiers, or numerals. 

Personal names, however, form an atypical class of PNs in Binandere. This is for two 

reasons. First, complete personal names consist of two names juxtaposed together. Thus, they 

are unlike geographical place names and calendar items which often require only one 

nominal to convey their meaning. Second, personal names promote a codified form of 

language based on their original nominal structure. This phenomenon has no analogue among 

the other PNs (i.e., place names or calendar items). Each of these distinctive aspects of 

Binandere personal names will be developed more fully below.  

2.3.1  Assigned names 

Present Binandere custom requires that every person receive a first and last name. 

Most parents assign a given name to their newborn at around two or three months of age. 

Some families are reported to wait until their child is at least one year old before naming 

them. Apparently, this was the traditional practice when infant mortality rates were much 

higher. 

The child’s given name precedes their family name or surname. The surname 

traditionally consisted of the given or first name of the child’s father. Western influence, 

however, has changed this practice.  

The first Anglican missionaries apparently assigned a new name to each one of their 

converts. The custom of assigning a Christian name to one’s offspring has since become 

                                                           
30 Both kinship and nonkinship nouns are members of the class of common nouns. 
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common practice. The Christian name is often but not always in addition to one’s Binandere 

name. Nicknames are also frequently assigned to individuals by friends and family. One 

young man’s names illustrate each above specified use: 

    Pita Aokoro  (Binandere name)  =  given + surname 

    Raphael  (Christian name) 

    Raksi  (nickname) 

Presently, children receive the surname or last name of their father at birth. Young 

women, once they marry, assume the last name of their husband. Consider the following 

examples of male and female Binandere names set forth in table 4. 

TABLE 4 
 

BINANDERE NAMES 
 

Male Female 

Givere Manigi Sukaria Naio 

Evia Naio Siria Japae 

Jimoni Benai Noris Naio 

2.3.2  Codified nouns 

Certain Binandere names are prohibited in specific contexts. For instance, Binandere 

tradition says that an individual is forbidden from speaking their father- or mother-in-law’s 

and brother- or sister-in-law’s Binandere names in their presence. If this trespass is 

committed, the offender is required to compensate the offended party. The fine usually 

imposed requires that a pig or chicken be given the offended person. Money equivalent to as 

much as fifty dollars may be substituted if an animal is not available. Consequently, the 

avoidance of using one’s in-laws’ names has evolved into a sophisticated art. A code 
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language is therefore employed substituting safe terms for terms phonetically similar to the 

name of one’s in-laws. Several frequently used Binandere nouns with their code term 

substitutes are presented in table 5.   

TABLE 5  
 

BINANDERE CODE LANGUAGE TERMS 
 

Gloss Common term Code term 

‘banana’ bido tapu 

‘sago’ ambe takewa 

‘taro’ ba waito 

‘sun’ iji waiko 

‘water’ un tataka 

‘blood’ ororo tataka 

‘animal’ wo ogiwa 

A scenario adapted from an actual incident which transpired in a Binandere village 

may help to clarify this phenomenon. Wao Barupi (male) marries Owa Bidopipi (female). 

Owa now assumes her husband’s last name and becomes Owa Barupi. This creates a 

dilemma for Wao, however, because he loves to visit his parents-in-law the Bidopipi(s) and 

eat their bido ‘bananas’. Since bido sounds too much like his new parents-in-law’s last name, 

Bidopipi, every time he asks for a banana while visiting his in-laws he risks the possibility of 

denigrating their venerable family name and starting a family feud. Therefore, rather than 

attempt to extinguish his great love for bananas, he decides that from this point onward he 

will use the Binandere code word tapu ‘banana’. In doing so, he is able to enjoy the best of 
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both worlds. 

This practice is not uncommon to this part of the world. Foley cites the Dyirbal in 

Australia and Yimas in New Guinea as having similar affinal relative name calling taboos 

(1986:422-3). Therefore, the Binandere are engaging in areally accepted forms of behavior 

when they use their language in this way. 

It should be noted that the above description of Binandere nouns does not preclude 

the possibility of other extant noun classes. Rather, this research describes the most 

conspicuous classes of nouns present in the data available. Other distinctions such as gender 

and concrete and abstract noun classes were sought for, but no evidence of these presented 

itself in the data. One area of future research must involve determining whether or not mass 

and count noun classes can be distinguished in the language. My limited textbase at present, 

however, prevents any serious pursuit of this objective. 

2.4  Case marking on nouns 

As a Papuan language, Binandere conforms to the standard SOV basic word order 

ascribed that language group (Wurm 1982; Foley 1986). SOV languages have a strong 

propensity for employing case systems (Greenberg 1966:96). Therefore, the fact that 

Binandere nominals routinely employ case markers is not exceptional.  

The most common case markers for nominals are clitics. They are phonologically 

bound, short, unstressed elements of one syllable. Although they frequently attach directly to 

the noun, they may also attach to the final word in an NP. Consequently, a modifying 

adjective, quantifier, or numeral may take the case marker as in embo bajina-mi ‘man big-

ERG’. Case marking clitics can also occur following the -de coordinating clitic in coordinate 

NP constructions. The four most widely used Binandere case markers are presented in table 

6. 
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TABLE 6  
 

CASE MARKERS 
 

Form  Relation encoded Function or meaning 

-mi ergative/instrument trans subj/‘by means of’ 

-Ø absolutive intrans subj/trans object 

-de dative/comitative/temporal indirect object/‘with’/‘at, in’ 

-da genitive/locative possessor/‘at, to, from’ 

It has been stated that Papuan languages which exhibit case systems tend to be 

ergative (Li and Lang 1979:309). Thus, the existence of ergative nominal case marking in 

Binandere is not surprising. The absolutive/ergative pattern is evidenced by means of the -mi 

‘ERG’ case marking clitic which principally marks the subject of the transitive verb. The 

direct object and the subject of the intransitive verb, however, utilize zero marking (-Ø) to 

signal the absolutive case. This is in agreement with Dixon’s claim that “absolutive is always 

the unmarked term in an absolutive/ergative opposition” (1979:59). The Binandere 

absolutive/ergative system of case marking is illustrated in the following examples. 

 ERGATIVE  (MARKED TRANSITIVE SUBJECT) 
(46) pu   jianda-mi  kandoro-Ø  inj-isina 
 pig  male-ERG  rat               eat-RP.3SG.INDIC 

 . . . the male pig ate the rat. [Bat 008] 

 ABSOLUTIVE  (UNMARKED DIRECT OBJECT) 
(47) pu   jianda-mi    kandoro-Ø  inj-isina 
 pig  male-ERG  rat                eat-RP.3SG.INDIC 

 . . . the male pig ate the rat. [Bat 008] 
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 ABSOLUTIVE  (UNMARKED INTRANSITIVE SUBJECT) 
(48) embo-Ø  gupu-sina 
 man         come-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 (A) man came. [A-92-I 170] 

Despite this evidence, Dixon asserts that “there is no language with 100% ergative 

morphology” and that “every so-called ergative language has a split case system” (1979:71). 

Binandere exhibits a split case system by means of its absolutive/ergative case marking and 

nominative/accusative verb agreement suffixes. The nominative/accusative system requires 

that subjects of transitive and intransitive verbs be indexed in identical fashion on the verb 

suffix. Conversely, the direct object of the transitive verb displays no cross-referencing on 

the verb. Some Binandere examples which display the nominative/accusative pattern follow: 

 NOMINATIVE  (INDEXED INTRANSITIVE SUBJECT) 
(49) embo-mai  maunt-era 
 man-child   go-PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 The people are leaving. [A-92-I 328] 

 NOMINATIVE  (INDEXED TRANSITIVE SUBJECT) 
(50) eutu-mi         ambe  sig-era 
 woman-ERG  sago   transport-PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 . . . the women are transporting the sago. [B-92-I 246] 

 ACCUSATIVE  (UNINDEXED DIRECT OBJECT) 
(51) eutu-mi          ambe  sig-era 
 woman-ERG  sago   transport-PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 . . . the women are transporting the sago. [B-92-I 246] 

The above examples of absolutive/ergative case marking and nominative/accusative 

verb agreement help to explain the majority of the data. However, several instances have 

been recorded of which transitive subjects are case marked absolutive (-Ø). One example of 
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this kind of exceptional marking is presented below. 

 TRANSITIVE SUBJECT (IN ABSOLUTIVE CASE) 
(52) ma-mai  tote-Ø       embo  Dodoima  awa 
 PL-child  two-ABS  man    Dodoima   that.ABS 

 kun-do              mauns-itera 
 grasp-SS.SEQ  go-RP.1/3PL.INDIC 

 (The) two children carried that man Dodoima away. [Monster 080]. 

Discourse level studies may provide explanations for these exceptions. However, 

necessary limitations and delimitations of the thesis prohibit engaging in such studies at this 

time. Nevertheless, these and other exceptions have been noted and will provide valuable 

topics for ongoing research. 

Representative examples of the remaining nominal case relations presented in table 6 

are illustrated below. 

 INSTRUMENT 
(53) embo  ewae-mi                 ambe  dor-eira 
 man   sago.mallet-INSTR  sago   hit-PRES.3SG.INDIC 

 The man is beating the sago with the mallet. 

 DATIVE 
(54) ai-mi              ma-mai-de       si-sina 
 mother-ERG  PL-child-DAT  say-RP.3SG.INDIC 

 . . . the mother spoke to the children. [Monster 033] 

 COMITATIVE 
(55) Jusi     kaiya-de                   tetenya-eira 
 Justin  small.knife-COMIT  play-PRES.3SG.INDIC 

 Justin is playing with a small knife. [B-92-I 334] 
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 TEMPORAL 
(56) na      sipo-de               eri-do             wovi  mau-do 
 1SG  morning-TEMP  arise-SS.SEQ  hunt   go-SS.SEQ 

 I got up in the morning and went hunting . . . [Hunt1 003] 

 GENITIVE 
(57) mai    bajina-mi  apie-da                 ji        awa          bur-isina 
 child  big-ERG  grandfather-GEN  tooth  that.ABS  hold-RP.3SG.INDIC 

 . . . the big child got ahold of the grandfather’s tooth. [Monster 060] 

 LOCATIVE 
(58) nakare         ma-da          maunt-era 
 1PL.EXCL  canoe-LOC  go-PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 We are going to the canoe. [B-91-I 142] 

2.5  Summary 

In the previous sections Binandere nouns were divided into simple and derived 

classes based on structure and into kinship and nonkinship classes according to their ability 

to be marked for number. Derived nouns are constructed using verb root bases and simple 

nouns by using nominal bases. Kinship nouns which consistently exhibit plural forms were 

distinguished from simple nonkinship nouns which routinely use one form for both singular 

and plural number. Binandere personal names were described in regards to their atypical 

structure and affinal name calling taboos. Last, case marking on nouns was described and it 

was demonstrated that Binandere employs a split-ergative case system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PRONOUNS 

3.0  Introduction 

Pronouns like nouns are words whose primary function is to refer. This is probably 

why pronouns are commonly known as nominal substitutes. Serving in this capacity, they 

indirectly reference real-world and imaginary entities by taking the place of contextually 

explicit nouns. Though nouns typically belong to a “very large and open set” of words, 

pronouns in all languages normally belong to a “small, closed set” of words (Foley 1986:65-

6). Binandere pronouns generally adhere to the closed set principle, however, personal 

pronouns deviate from the norm by employing the demonstrative pronoun for their third 

person pronoun (see 3.2.1). Despite this exception, Binandere pronouns in general appear to 

function as a compact interrelated set which does not regularly accept new members. 

Though other types of pronouns exist in the language (i.e., indefinite, interrogative, 

and reflexive pronouns) I devote the remaining sections exclusively to personal pronouns. 

This emphasis is for three reasons: (1) No other type of pronoun is used as frequently as the 

personal pronoun in every day speech. (2) All four personal pronoun sets employ recurring 

pronominal roots which greatly aid in their analysis. (3) Personal pronouns exhibit case 

marking strategies which are analogous to the case marking strategies of other Binandere 

nominal structures. 

3.1  Personal pronouns 

Personal pronouns normally refer to the speaker(s), the person(s) spoken to, and the 

person(s) or thing(s) spoken about. Singular and plural forms of all three of these personal 

pronoun categories are characteristic of both Binandere and English. However, unlike 

English, Binandere exhibits an inclusive/exclusive distinction in its first person plural 

pronoun forms. Conversely, English displays a three-way gender distinction in its third 
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person singular pronoun, while Binandere is devoid of any pronominal gender distinctions. 

More foundational to Binandere, however, is its system of case marking on personal 

pronouns. 

3.2  Case marking on personal pronouns 

As was stated in section 2.4, SOV languages have a strong propensity for employing 

case systems (Greenberg 1966:96). In section 1.3.4 it was demonstrated that Binandere 

exhibits an SOV word order. Therefore, the fact that Binandere pronouns as well as nouns 

employ case marking is not unreasonable. In section 1.3.1 Binandere was identified as a 

member of the Papuan language group (Wurm 1982:156-61). It was also asserted in section 

2.4 that Papuan languages which exhibit case systems tend to be ergative (Li and Lang 

1979:309). Thus, the existence of Binandere absolutive/ergative pronominal case marking is 

also not surprising. However, personal pronouns employ several case marking strategies 

unique to their word class. Taking the various pronominal forms and their respective case 

markers into account, we can thereby organize Binandere personal pronouns into four 

different sets: the absolutive, ergative, genitive, and dative/comitative. Using this approach, 

each pronoun set will be summarized below and illustrated with pertinent examples. 

3.2.1  Absolutive personal pronouns  

The fundamental nature of this set of personal pronouns is evidenced by its members’ 

consistent recurrence as base forms in other pronoun sets. One of the absolutive personal 

pronoun’s most distinguishing features, therefore, is its lack of any overt case marking. This 

is consistent with most absolutive/ergative case-marking systems (Givón 1984:151). Table 7 

below presents the absolutive set of Binandere personal pronouns. 
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TABLE 7 
 

ABSOLUTIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
 

    Singular    Plural 

1st    na    kaen      (incl.) 

     nakare   (excl.) 

2nd     imo    imomane 

3rd    awa    awamane        

Probably one of the greatest mysteries surrounding the set of Binandere absolutive 

personal pronouns is the origin of its second and third person forms. Several other Binandere 

family languages manifest clearly-related first, second, and third person pronoun forms. 

Suena, Zia, Yekora, and Korafe, for example, all exhibit the very regularized personal 

pronouns na ‘1SG’, ni ‘2SG’, and nu ‘3SG’. This is in contrast to Ewage, Binandere, and 

Orokaiva, which, though they have the identical na ‘1SG’, deviate in their ‘2SG’ and ‘3SG’ 

forms. D. Wilson (1994) has posited plausible explanations for each of these variants; 

however, only the Binandere ‘2SG’ and ‘3SG’ forms will be dealt with here. 

Despite the seemingly atypical nature of the Binandere pronominal forms displayed 

in table 7, a rational hypothesis explaining their formation can be posited. First, we must be 

aware that the suffix -mo in other Binandere languages (such as Korafe) has the function of 

pointing out the person or object so marked (Farr and Farr 1975:735). D. Wilson (1994:5) 

states that pronouns possessing this suffix are “bi-morphemic” because they instantiate both 

the pronominal root plus the -mo suffix signifying “slight emphasis”. This information, 

coupled with the probability that the Proto-Binandere ‘2SG’ pronoun was ni, suggests the 

following derivation. (1) ni loses its initial n. (2) -mo is added to compensate for the lost n. 
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(3) imo ‘2SG’ results as the new second person pronoun.31 This hypothetical progression 

helps explain the form of the second person pronoun, but the ‘3SG’ must still be dealt with. 

Here, D. Wilson suggests that the original ‘3SG’ pronoun was lost and that the relational 

marker [or demonstrative] amo has replaced it (1994:5). My data suggest that the 

demonstrative awa ‘that.ABS’ is the most frequent ‘3SG’ replacement in current use. I do 

have a few recorded uses of the form amo in my database, but not enough to verify their 

current function in the language. 

The replacement of the ‘3SG’ pronoun form with the demonstrative is also attested in 

Orokaiva. Like Binandere, the Orokaiva demonstrative can exhibit three separate forms 

which index the referent’s position in respect to the speech act (see chapter 4). 

Demonstratives beginning with e, a, and o respectively index the referent’s position 

according to whether it is “close to the speaker”, “close to the hearer”, or “far from both 

speaker and hearer” (Larsen and Larsen 1982:77). 

Consider the following examples of singular first, second, and third person absolutive 

pronouns which reference intransitive subjects in (1) and (2), and a direct object in (3). 

(1) na     do-tena               
 1SG  release-PRES/TP.1SG.INDIC  

 I am leaving. [C-92-I 153] 

(2) imo  buro-da  mamb-ata 
 2SG  garden   go-FUT.2SG.INDIC 

 You will go to the garden. [B-91-I 608] 

                                                           
31 It should be noted that I am not positioning a hyphen between the -mo suffix and the i ‘2SG’ 

pronoun root vowel, because the i never occurs alone as an independent free form. Thus, all future conflations 
of the i ‘2SG’ pronoun vowel root with its respective suffixes will be parsed in the same manner. 
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(3) awa          bu-do             dubo  dave   eutara                     awatedo 
 that.ABS  hold-SS.SEQ  neck  good  do.YP.3PL.INDIC  therefore 

 They received it/that and were therefore happy. [Letter3 006] 

Since awa ‘that.ABS’ has the ability to function as both a pronoun and a 

demonstrative, in some contexts two possible interpretations may be permissible. This 

potential is depicted in (3) above. The absolutive plural first person inclusive and first person 

exclusive pronouns are displayed in (4) and (5) as intransitive subjects.  

(4) kaen           anumbe-do  ind-ore 
 1PL.INCL  sit-SS.SEQ  eat-1PL.HRT  

 Let us (incl.) sit down and eat. [Visitors 017] 

(5) nakare        duru-do              it-era 
 1PL.EXCL  recline-SS.SEQ  remain- PRES/TP.1/3PL.INDIC 

 We (excl.) are lying down. [A-92-I 030] 

The first person plural exclusive pronoun, nakare, requires the first person plural 

exclusive suffix -kare to explicate its meaning. No other personal pronoun form is allowed to 

use this suffix. For example *awa-kare ‘that.ABS-PL.EXCL’ is disallowed. In like manner, 

the pronominal suffix -mane ‘PL’ is not allowed to combine with the pronoun na ‘1SG’. 

Only the third person pronoun awa ‘that.ABS’ and second person pronoun forms, such as 

imo ‘2SG’, may take the -mane ‘PL’ suffix. In contrast, the -mane suffixal restrictions of 

Binandere do not apply in Korafe. Rather, -mane serves as the exclusive first person plural 

suffix in Korafe, while both second and third person plural pronouns manifest ne as their 

common plural base form and take no additional pluralizing suffix (Farr and Farr 1975:735). 

The following two examples display the plural forms of the second and third person 

absolutive pronouns functioning respectively as intransitive subject and direct object. 
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(6) awa-embo  imo-mane  goroba  bad-awa 
 therefore    2SG-PL      strong  grow-FUT.2PL.INDIC 

 Therefore, you will grow strong. [Monster 012] 

(7) awa-mane      berari  daedo  ateg-etena 
 that.ABS-PL  all        also     greet-PRES/TP.1SG.INDIC 

 All of them/those also I am greeting. [Letter3 003] 

One other permissible substitution for the absolutive third person singular pronoun 

awa also deserves mention. In at least three different texts I have witnessed Binandere 

speakers purposely using the absolutive second person pronoun imo ‘you’ instead of the 

expected awa, glossed ‘that’ or ‘he’. These substitutions consistently refer to a major 

character at a climactic point in the story. Such phenomena are in concert with Longacre’s 

studies concerning common discourse peak indices. He argues that the disturbance of 

“routine participant reference” is a typical indicator of narrative surface structure peak 

(1983:25). The discourse use of imo ‘you’ in these texts seems to encode pseudo dialogue 

between a major participant and the narrator. At strategic points in the story, such as the 

inciting moment or climax of the plot, the narrator can evoke heightened vividness in the 

mind of his or her audience by using this or other surface structure markers (Longacre 

1983:25-38 passim). 

Each example of this kind of substitution also seems to take full advantage of the 

emphatic nature of the -mo suffix. One such instance which occurs at the inciting moment of 

the Cassowary story is illustrated below. Note the conflict between the form of the second 

person singular pronoun form imo ‘2SG’ (the subject) and the third person singular (subject) 

number indexed on the verb suffix of pi-esiri ‘put-DS.SEQ.3SG’. 
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(8) gumbara  imo   aun-do         bogera     koke-do      
 pigeon     2SG  go-SS.SEQ  tree.kind  peel-SS.SEQ  

 pi-esiri       
 put-DS.SEQ.3SG 

 . . . pigeon, you (he) went and peeled the bogera tree bark  
 and put (it out to dry) . . . [Cassowary 012]  

3.2.2  Ergative personal pronouns 

Ergative personal pronouns are primarily used to reference transitive subjects. They 

consistently use two markers, the obligatory -ne ‘ERG.INCR’ and the optional -mi ‘ERG’ 

(which also marks ergative nouns) to case-mark their first and second person forms. Ergative 

forms which manifest both the -ne ‘ERG.INCR’ and -mi ‘ERG’ marker are classified as long 

forms of the ergative pronoun. Those which manifest just the -ne ‘ERG.INCR’ marker are 

classifed as short forms. Since the -ne suffix is always required as a linking element between 

first and second person pronoun roots and the -mi ergative suffix in the long forms, and 

because the actual function of -ne is not yet fully understood, it is glossed ‘ERG.INCR’ (i.e., 

‘ergative increment’).  

Third person pronouns depart from the case marking pattern described above by 

utilizing the ergative demonstratives ami ‘that.ERG’ and ami-mi ‘that.ERG-REDUP’ as their 

standard forms. Each of these forms can be used to reference both singular or plural third 

person transitive subjects. However, when amimi functions as a third person pronoun, it 

exhibits behavior which aligns it with the short forms of the first and second person ergative 

pronouns. This behavior will be discussed more fully below.  

3.2.2.1  Short forms of the ergative personal pronoun 

The set of ergative pronoun short forms are best characterized by their -ne 

‘ERG.INCR’ suffix. These are presented in table 8 below.  
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TABLE 8 
 

ERGATIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS (SHORT FORMS) 
 

    Singular    Plural 

1st    nane    kaenane    (incl.)

     nanekare  (excl.)

2nd     ine    inemane 

3rd    amimi    amimi 

The different forms of the above named ergative pronouns may be described as 

follows. First and second person singular ergative pronouns (short forms are in focus here 

unless otherwise specified) are produced by simply combining na ‘1SG’ and i ‘2SG’ with -ne 

‘ERG.INCR’. The resulting na-ne ‘1SG-ERG.INCR’ and ine ‘2SG.ERG.INCR’ forms are 

then used as base forms by which the first and second person plural ergative pronouns are 

produced.32  

First person plural inclusive ergative pronouns are generated differently than their 

first person plural exclusive correlates. Thus, na-ne ‘1SG-ERG.INCR’ combines word final 

with kaen ‘1PL.INCL’ to produce kaenane ‘1PL.INCL.ERG.INCR’.33 However, the first 

person plural exclusive form is obtained by combining the singular first person ergative 

                                                           
32 The initial i of ine ‘2SG.ERG.INCR’ is an apparent reference to the initial i of imo ‘2SG. As 

mentioned earlier, I am purposely not positioning a hyphen between the -ne suffix and the i second person 
pronoun root vowel, to emphasize the fact that the i never occurs alone as an independent free form. 

33 The inclusive first person plural ergative pronoun form is realized orthographically as kaenane and 
not kaennane for the following reason. The original base form by orthographic convention exhibits a consonant 
n coda. However, the consonant n in this word final position symbolizes the nasalized quality of the preceding 
ae. Therefore, kaen is actually derived from /kƒ„/. When /kƒ„/ conflates with /n‚ne/ the nasalized quality of the 
diphthong /ƒ„/ is neutralized in the environment of the initial nasal consonant stop n of /n‚ne/. This being the 
case, /kƒ„/ + /n‚ne/ → /k‚en‚ne/ kaenane is the correct conflation. 
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pronoun, nane, with -kare, the first person exclusive plural suffix. The second person plural 

ergative pronoun is produced by combining ine ‘2SG.ERG.INCR’ with the appropriate 

second person plural suffix, -mane. 

The ergative third person singular and plural pronouns are comparable to the 

absolutive third person pronouns in that they utilize a demonstrative substitute for their 

pronominal form. However, the ergative third person singular and plural pronouns are unique 

in that they both appear to use the same ergative demonstrative ami-mi ‘that.ERG-REDUP’ 

regardless of their transitive subjects’ singular or plural number. 

The ergative personal pronoun short forms (like long forms) typically reference the 

subjects of transitive verbs. Some representative examples of the ergative pronoun short 

forms are highlighted in (9)-(12). 

(9) na-ne                   eiwa         imo-de       pi-etena 
 1SG-ERG.INCR  this.ABS  2SG-DAT  put-PRES/TP.1SG.INDIC 

 I am giving this to you. [C-91-I 904] 

(10) ni      be    awa           kaenane                       berari  
 tree  fruit  that.ABS  1PL.INCL.ERG.INCR  all 

 in-ani   
 eat-FUT.1SG/PL.Q 

 Will we (incl.) all eat that fruit? [Cassowary 009] 

(11) de        ami-mi                  kape-do         sino-da 
 waste  that.ERG-REDUP  cut-SS.SEQ  drum-LOC 

 ainda         gai      edo 
 that.LOC  spear  do.SS.SEQ 

 . . . they cut off the waste (wax) and dab (it) there  
 on the drum . . . [Drum 004] 
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(12) rorae  awa          apie              na-to          Copland  King  Tata34  
 thing  that.ABS  grandparent  1SG-GEN  Copland  King  Tata 

 ami-mi                   Bishop  o   Daeda35   benunu  t-esiri       
 that.ERG-REDUP  Bishop  of  Diocese  prayer    say-DS.SEQ.3SG  

 My grandfather Copland King Tata, he said a prayer to (asked) the Bishop of  
 the Diocese for those things . . . [Seeds 005] 

In examples (9) and (12) above, the typical Papuan language SOV word order is 

observed. Consequently, the object eiwa ‘this.ABS’ in (9) and the object benunu ‘prayer’ in 

(12) each occur between their respective subject and verb. However, in examples (10) and 

(11) the object of the transitive verb is left dislocated for emphasis (i.e., OSV). Therefore, in 

(10), ni be ‘tree fruit’ precedes the subject and the verb and in (11) de ‘waste’ or ‘wax’ 

precedes the subject and the verb. Despite these contrasts, the ergative pronominal short 

forms appear acceptable in either context. 

We mentioned in section 3.2.1 above that awa ‘that.ABS’ has the ability in some 

contexts to function as both a pronoun and a demonstrative. This is in fact a property of the 

whole set of Binandere demonstratives. It follows then that in different contexts the 

pronominal function of a given demonstrative will be highlighted and its demonstrative 

nature downplayed. Yet, in other contexts the deictic or demonstrative function of the same 

demonstrative will be highlighted and its pronominal nature downplayed. Therefore, in light 

of this phenomenon and for the purpose of better handling the present discussion pertaining 

to the Binandere demonstrative’s ability to function as either demonstrative or pronoun, I 

will be referring to this word form (in this and the following paragraph particularly) as a 

demonstrative pronoun. This being the case, the demonstrative pronoun amimi in example 

                                                           
34 Binandere people who have adopted English names (e.g., Copland King) take great pride in using 

their English spellings and pronunciations. Therefore, in deference to the Binandere people who have 
contributed both oral and written texts, I am preserving the English spellings of their English (or Christian) 
names in my examples.  

35 The word Daeda ‘Diocese’ appears to be a contracted (2-syllable) transliteration of the English 
gloss word diocese conflated with the locative case marker clitic -da ‘LOC’. 
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(11) may be glossed ‘they’ or ‘those ones’. However, in certain constructions in which the 

demonstrative pronoun is immediately preceded by its nominal or pronominal referent (as in 

example (12)), only one interpretation seems reasonable. This is because the speaker 

normally inserts a substantial phonological pause between the preceding NP and the 

following demonstrative pronoun when it is functioning as a pronoun.36 Conversely, when 

the demonstrative pronoun is functioning principally as a demonstrative within a given NP, 

the same phonological pause is lacking between the demonstrative and its preceding head 

noun. Therefore, in example (12), since an obvious phonological pause occurs between the 

demonstrative pronoun amimi ‘that.ERG.REDUP’ and its preceding referent apie nato 

Copland King Tata ‘grandparent 1SG.GEN Copland King Tata’, amimi is glossed as the 

pronoun ‘he’ and not as a demonstrative (or as part of the preceding NP).  

Throughout this and subsequent chapters, I have endeavored to adhere to the above 

phonological and contextual cues in arriving at the most accurate translation of the 

demonstrative pronoun in interlinearized text examples. In those cases where only 

transcribed texts were available I have based my conclusions on language patterns previously 

established in consultation with Binandere language speakers while analyzing tape recorded 

Binandere texts. 

As was mentioned in section 3.2.2, the actual function of -ne ‘ERG.INCR’ suffix is 

not yet fully understood. However, in narrative discourse, short ergative pronoun forms are 

often used to reference major participants in episodes which expound the inciting moment or 

climax of the plot. In contrast, although the long forms of the ergative pronouns may also 

occur in the same discourse, they do not appear to reference major participants in episodes 

which expound the inciting moment or climax of the plot. Also, in normal conversation, the 

long ergative pronoun forms pattern almost exclusively with the indicative mood. The short 

                                                           
36 The phonological pause is signified by means of a comma on the free translation line of all 

interlinearized text examples. 
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forms, however, can occur with sentences in the hortative, interrogative, or the indicative 

moods. Further fieldwork and discourse study will be required before this tentative analysis 

can be systematically validated. In the following section, a brief presentation of the long 

forms is offered.  

3.2.2.2  Long forms of the ergative personal pronoun 

The long forms of the ergative personal pronouns are best characterized by the -mi 

ergative case marker. All first and second person long forms (singular and plural) can be 

generated by combining their comparable first and second person ergative pronoun short 

forms with the -mi ‘ERG’ marker. The long forms of the ergative third person singular and 

plural pronouns are actually truncated versions of the so-called short form amimi 

‘that.ERG.REDUP’ presented in 3.2.2.1 above. Both the singular and plural third person long 

forms of the ergative pronoun use the ergative demonstrative ami ‘that.ERG’ for their 

pronoun form.  

Table 9 lays out five ergative pronoun long forms attested in my Binandere data. 

TABLE 9 
 

ERGATIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS (LONG FORMS) 
 

    Singular    Plural 

1st    nanemi    . . . . . . . . .   

     . . . . . . . . . 

2nd     inemi    inemanemi 

3rd     ami    ami 

The two first person plural long forms of the ergative pronouns which are missing, 
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kaenanemi ‘1PL.INCL.ERG.INCR.ERG’ and nanekaremi ‘1PL.EXCL.ERG.INCR.ERG’, 

are cited in King (1927:11). Although they have not yet been recorded in my data corpus, I 

am convinced that future fieldwork will confirm their current use as well. 

Representative examples of four different ergative personal pronoun long forms are 

presented below. 

(13) na-ne-mi                       imo-de       ge    t-ena 
 1SG-ERG.INCR-ERG  2SG-DAT  talk  say-PRES.1SG.INDIC 

 I am talking to you. [C-91-I 901] 

(14) Jusi      ine-mi                          sima    ata 
 Justin  2SG.ERG.INCR-ERG  watch  do.FUT.2SG.INDIC 

 You will look after Justin. [A-92-I 637] 

(15) ami          rorae  sikul37-de          rorae  siosi-de . . .  
 this.ERG  thing  school-COOR  thing  church-COOR 

 sima     eite             isi-ma                  e-do             era               
 watch  do.SS.SIM  remain-SS.HAB  do-SS.SEQ  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC  

 They (the grandchildren), the school things and church things . . .  
 look after while living (here). [Seeds 024]38 

(16) Gira  gombu-da    embo  dao     Dodoima  ami          embo   inji-uri         
 Gira  head-LOC  man    name  Dodoima  that.ERG  man    eat-DS.HAB.3SG  

 The man at the source of the Gira River named Dodoima,  
 he is always eating people . . . [Monster 011] 

                                                           

37 The word sikul and siosi respectively are Binandere transliterations of the Melanesian Pidgin word 
skul ‘school’ and sios ‘church’ (Mihalic 1971) 

38 In the free translation of this particular example I give a more literal translation in order to reveal the 
actual structure of the Binandere sentence being presented. When appropriate, I also occasionally employ this 
same strategy in later examples. 
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3.2.3  Genitive pronouns 

The set of genitive personal pronouns for the most part can be readily derived from 

the absolutive personal pronoun set. All that is needed is the correct case marker to construct 

the appropriate genitive pronoun. The general form of the genitive pronoun case suffix -to 

‘GEN’ sets it off from the genitive nominal case clitic -da ‘GEN’. Despite this difference, 

both markers share the same function, but do so in nearly mutually exclusive environments. 

The suffix -to can only combine with pronouns, while the enclitic -da normally modifies 

nouns. Third person pronouns, or proto-pronoun substitutes, are the only exception to this 

rule. They manifest their atypical nature by employing the -da ‘GEN’ clitic to form their 

possessive base. The seven genitive personal pronouns displayed in table 10 are the most 

widely used forms in the language. 

TABLE 10 
 

GENITIVE PRONOUNS 
 

    Singular    Plural 

     kaenato    (incl.)

1st    nato    natokare   (excl.)

2nd     ito    itomane 

3rd     ainda    awamanenda 

Note that the suffix -to ‘GEN’ must abide by an ordering constraint. When combined 

with the suffixes -mane ‘PL’ and -kare ‘PL.EXCL’ it can no longer assume the final affixal 

position. Instead, it must precede each of these pronominal plural suffixes in order to produce 
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the respective genitive second and third person plural pronouns. The consonant cluster nd 

displayed in the genitive third person plural pronoun awamanenda is phonetically a 

prenasalized stop [šd] whose nonphonemic transcription nd is allowed by current 

orthographic conventions.39 

The general behavior of all Binandere genitive constructions (including the genitive 

pronouns) agrees with Greenberg’s universal 2. Genitives will almost always precede their 

governing noun “in languages with postpositions” (1966:78). However, in certain contexts 

the governing head noun is dislocated to NP initial position. The actual motivation behind 

this dislocation is not yet fully understood. Two examples of this exception are (17) and (18). 

(17) sipo         dave  namenji  na-to         Jonathan 
 morning  good  brother  1SG-GEN  Jonathan 

 Good morning my brother Jonathan! [Letter1 001] 

(18) apie               ji        ito             pie                       g-ane          
 grandparent  tooth  2SG.GEN  put.2SG.IMPER  see-1SG.HRT  

 Grandfather! Give me your tooth! Let me see (it). [Monster 055] 

The more typical order, however, is exhibited in (19) and (20). 

                                                           
39 The allophones [™b, šd, œg, š‘] result when /b, d, g/ or the allophone [‘] follows a syllable word 

medially with a nasal stop onset. The nasal prosody from the onset nasal processionally spreads phonetic 
nasalization to the vowel(s) and following syllable onset. The consonant cluster nd results in the genitive third 
person plural pronoun awamanenda when the nasal prosody of the preceding nasal stop syllable onset n spreads 
phonetic nasalization to the vowel e and the following consonant onset of the genitive case suffix  -da. Given 
that vowels and their diphthongs are phonetically nasalized contiguous to a nasal stop n or m, the genitive third 
person plural pronoun may be transcribed [‚Šƒmƒn„šd‚] /‚Š‚m‚ned‚/ awamanenda ‘their’. The resulting 
graphemic transcription agrees with the orthographic conventions presented in Wilson and Wilson (1993), and 
is also in concert with educated Binandereans’ preferences and past Anglican Binandere literature. 
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(19) na-to-kare                  dasiga  oro                teka 
 1SG-GEN-PL.EXCL  praise   men’s.house  new 

 ain       era 
 PURP  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC 

 We intend to build our new praise house. [Letter3 010] 

(20) Jonathan-ae          Kathy-de         na      e-do            gi-do 
 Jonathan-COOR  Kathy-COOR  1SG  do-SS.SEQ  see-SS.SEQ 

 ito-mane         ge    teka  kun-do             gum-ana               
 2SG.GEN-PL  talk  new  grasp-SS.SEQ  come-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 Jonathan and Kathy, I will try and bring your new story. [Visitors 022] 

The third person possessive pronouns, as mentioned above, pattern differently from 

their first and second person counterparts. The two most common genitive third person 

singular and plural forms are exemplified in (21) and (22). 

(21) eutu       da    ainda       dao     Gagida . . .    
 woman  one  that.GEN  name  Gagida     

 One woman, her name was Gagida . . . [Monster 005] 

(22) awa-mane-da40      embo  bajina  tomboru     awa          gisi      gisi    
 that.ABS-PL-GEN  man    big      cassowary  that.ABS  before  before  

 e-do             mau-do . . . 
 do-SS.SEQ  go-SS.SEQ  

 Their big relative, that cassowary,  
 went ahead time after time . . . [Cassowary 006] 

                                                           
40 I purposely do not display the phonetically motivated allomorph -nda ‘GEN’ on the morpheme 

reference line because in this context (i.e., hyphenated) I want to facilitate direct access to the actual underlying 
morphophonemic representation of this genitive case marker. This same rationale applies to all successive 
representational contrasts involving phonetically motivated nasalized case suffix consonant onsets depicted on 
the morpheme reference line but not in the body text graphemic transcription. 
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3.2.4  Dative/comitative personal pronouns 

The -de case marker is multi-functional and typically marks pronouns in dative or 

comitative relations. For this reason I discuss first the dative function of this pronoun set and 

second the comitative function. 

3.2.4.1  Dative personal pronouns 

The set of dative personal pronouns is characterized by the -de ‘DAT’ case marker 

and consists of at least seven different forms. Each of these has been positively identified in 

the database. Although the form aminde ‘that.DAT’ has only been recorded once in my 

fieldnotes, King makes specific reference to it in his Grammar (1927:10). He also lists the 

dative first person exclusive pronoun namondekare ‘to us’ (excl.), (11). A current usage of 

this last dative personal pronoun has not yet been identified in my data. However, the 

comitative namondekare ‘with us’ is exemplified below in section 3.2.4.2. Table 11 depicts 

the most current set of dative personal pronouns which have been confirmed to date. 

TABLE 11 
 

DATIVE PRONOUNS 
 

    Singular    Plural 

     kaenamonde  (incl.) 

1st    namonde    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2nd     imonde    imondemane 

3rd     ainde, (aminde)    awamanende 
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The suffix -mo ‘INCR’ is an obligatory suffix on dative first person pronouns. 

Though this suffix acts as a link between the first person pronoun and the following case 

marker -de ‘DAT’, its grammatical function is unknown. The atypical third person 

pronominal forms are borrowed from the dative/comitative/temporal demonstrative series 

einde, ainde, ounde (see chapter 4). Two different dative third person singular pronouns are 

available. The form ainde ‘that.DAT’ or ‘to him’ is used more frequently than aminde 

‘that.DAT’ or ‘to him’. Possibly the latter is a less favored archaic form which is currently 

disappearing from the language. 

Dative personal pronouns usually refer to the recipients of speech act verbs or verbs 

of giving. These verbs consequently require the presence of an implied, but not always 

stated, direct object. In examples (23) and (24) below, both dative pronouns are recipients of 

implied direct objects. 

(23) Bada-mi      kaenamo-de                  si-sina       
 Lord-ERG  1PL.INCL.INCR-DAT  say-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 . . . The Lord has spoken to us (incl.). [Luke 2:15] 

(24) embo-mi    na-mo-de             pi-esira         
 man-ERG  1SG-INCR-DAT  put-TP.3SG.INDIC  

 The man gave (it) to me. [C-91-I 597] 

The dative personal pronoun in (25) contrasts with the two former examples and 

receives the explicit direct object ge ‘talk’ from the speaker na ‘1SG’ or ‘I’. 

(25) na      imo-de-mane  ge     t-ana               
 1SG  2SG-DAT-PL   talk  say-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 I will talk to you. [B-91-I 347]  

The two different third person singular forms of the dative pronoun are illustrated in 
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(26) and (27). 

(26) ainde        pi-etena         
 that.DAT  put-TP.1SG.INDIC  

 I gave (it) to him. [B-91-I 542]  

(27) a.  ango           ae 
      that.MNR  NEG 

 b.  aminde     pie 
      that.DAT  put.2SG.IMPER 

 Not that way! Give (the cup) to him.  [A-92-II 800b]  

3.2.4.2  Comitative personal pronouns 

The comitative personal pronouns use the same form as the dative pronouns. For this 

reason, table 11 above may be consulted to ascertain the identical comitative pronouns. The 

major exception to this generalization is the recurring presence of daedo ‘also’ in clauses 

using the comitative personal pronoun. There are also two minor differences which have only 

been attested once in the language. One is the presence of the dual inclusive form ingede 

‘with you (the addressee) and me’. This pronominal form has been found functioning as a 

comitative, but not as a dative. However, this apparent irregularity is probably due to the lack 

of a comprehensive database. Future field work may confirm that dual forms of the dative 

pronoun also exist. The other difference concerns the form kaen-de ‘1PL.INCL-COMIT’ or 

‘we together’ (incl.) versus kaenamo-de ‘1PL.INCL.INCR-DAT’ or ‘to us’ (incl.). These two 

forms may later also prove to be logical possibilities in either pronoun set. 

Example (28) below illustrates the comitative first person inclusive plural pronoun, 

while (29) exemplifies the comitative first person singular pronoun.  
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(28) au-do                kaen-de                   buro  ara                
 sleep-SS.SEQ  1PL.INCL-COMIT  work  do.FUT.1PL/3PL.INDIC  

 Tomorrow we together (incl.) will work. [B-91-I 061] 

(29) na-mo-de                  tetenya  era               
 1SG-INCR-COMIT  play       do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC  

 I with (you) am playing. [B-91-II 996]  

Farr and Farr (1975:735-6) note that in their pronominal system the -mo suffix must 

always precede the -de ‘plural accompaniment’ suffix. As was mentioned above, this same 

rule applies to Binandere dative pronouns, and here it may be applied to Binandere 

comitative pronouns as well. A significant difference between Korafe and Binandere, 

however, is that Korafe applies this rule to each of its first, second, and third person plural 

accompaniment pronouns. Binandere applies this rule to just its first and second person 

pronouns. Some examples of this rule’s application are (29)-(32). 

(30) Bada-da      ao-ari                   imo-de           it-are       
 Lord-GEN  blessing-NOMZ  2SG-COMIT  remain-3SG.HRT  

 May God’s blessing be with you. [A-92-II 806]  

According to D. Wilson (1991), the comitative pronoun (which he labels 

“accompaniment”) should consistently cooccur with the adverb daedo. This same word 

(which he does not gloss) is best translated ‘also’ and often follows the comitative pronoun. 

Nevertheless, daedo does not always cooccur with the comitative pronoun. In fact, most of 

the time it is decidedly absent and the comitative pronoun seems to operate just as well 

without it. This is evidenced in the four preceding examples. In spite of its apparent 

optionality, when daedo ‘also’ is used, it serves to amplify the comitative relationship in 

question. Both (31) and (32) are examples of the comitative pronoun-adverb collocation. 
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(31) namondekare                     daedo  benunu  t-awa            
 1PL.EXCL.INCR.COMIT  also      prayer   say-FUT.2PL.INDIC  

 You with us also will pray. [Centennial 025] 

(32) Bada-da      ao-ari                  imo-de           daedo  it-are       
 Lord-GEN  blessing-NOMZ  2SG-COMIT  also     remain-3SG.HRT 

 May God’s blessing be with you also. [A-92-I 406] 

Finally, example (33) denotes a comitative relationship via the adverb daedo but 

omits the -de ‘COMIT’ suffix. 

(33) awa-mane       berari  daedo  ateg-etena             
 that.ABS-PL  all        also     greet-PRES.1SG.INDIC  

 All of them also (with you) I am greeting [Letter3 003] 

3.3  Summary 

Binandere personal pronouns possess unique case marking strategies which motivate 

the positing of four formal sets. The absolutive, ergative, genitive, and dative/comitative 

personal pronouns were thus described and exemplified in the previous sections. Absolutive 

pronouns were presented as providing the foundational base set for the three other sets of 

personal pronouns. Intransitive subjects and direct objects are typically referenced by means 

of the absolutive personal pronoun. The ergative pronoun (the pronoun set typically 

referencing transitive subjects) displays both short and long forms. The motivation for these 

two separate forms is the subject of ongoing research. The genitive pronoun was presented as 

normally preceding its head noun. However, some postnominal occurrences were cited as 

exceptions. The set of dative/comitative personal pronouns was the only pronoun set 

presented which demonstrated one form exhibiting two separate functions.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DEMONSTRATIVES 

4.0  Introduction 

Demonstratives, like pronouns, are deictic in nature and possess an ability to shift 

reference.41 However, pronouns highlight participants while demonstratives highlight “the 

spatial orientation of the speech act and its participants” (Foley 1986:75). By exhibiting a 

three-way demonstrative system, the Binandere language is in agreement with its fellow 

family members (D. Wilson 1995:2). Though the three-way system aligns Binandere with 

these other Binandere family languages, this system is atypical for Papuan languages in 

general. Instead, as Foley notes, Austronesian languages are characterized by three-way 

demonstrative distinctions and Papuan by two-way (1986:75). 

The proceeding description of Binandere demonstratives is divided into three major 

sections. First, a brief overview of the demonstrative case marking system is given. This is 

followed by a short description of the definitizing nature of the Binandere demonstrative and 

related to other Binandere and Trans-New Guinea Phylum languages. Last, the referential 

functions of the demonstrative are presented in terms of their gestural, symbolic and 

endophoric uses. 

                                                           
41 According to Crystal (1985:86) deictics are “those features of language which refer directly to the 

personal, temporal or locational characteristics of the situation within which an utterance takes place, whose 
meaning is thus relative to that situation.” 
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4.1  Case marking on demonstratives 

The demonstrative roots for the Binandere family languages—e, a, o—form the bases for a 

wide range of demonstratives.42 These demonstratives often appear to be simple conflations 

of the root vowels with the case endings. The case endings in this environment, however, 

have become fused to their respective roots. In table 12 (adapted from Farr and Whitehead 

1981:65), four of the most common Binandere demonstratives are arrayed according to their 

proximal, distal-1, and distal-2 forms and their respective case marking distinctions. 

TABLE 12 
 

COMMON DEMONSTRATIVES 
 

 Proximal Distal-1 Distal-2 

Absolutive eiwa awa ouwa 

Ergative emi ami omi 

Genitive/locative einda ainda ounda 

Dative/comitative/temporal einde ainde ounde 

As alluded to by the slashes above, two of the four formal demonstrative classes may 

be further subdivided on the basis of semantic function. The same forms that translate as the 

genitive demonstrative also translate as the locative demonstrative. In a similar fashion, 

dative, comitative, and temporal functions are all encoded by the same form. Therefore, 

when these identical surface structures are analyzed, three additional functions can be 

                                                           
42 In Binandere each of the three root vowels may co-occur with an additional vowel to form the 

diphthongs ei, ai, and ou. The full significance behind these variations in form has not yet been determined. 
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combined with the four formal classes displayed, for a grand total of seven. These seven 

functional classes multiplied by their three basic roots yield twenty-one possible 

demonstrative choices in the language.  

Representative examples of the seven demonstrative functional classes are presented 

below. 

 ABSOLUTIVE 
(1) popoi      awa          adu  e-do            visi-do 
 bat.kind  that.ABS  fear  do-SS.SEQ  ascend-SS.SEQ 

 kandoro  awa         do-siri 
 rat          that.ABS  release-DS.SEQ. 

 That bat was afraid and flew up . . . then he dropped that rat . . . [Bat 008] 

Examples of the proximal and distal-2 forms of the absolutive demonstrative are 

presented in section 4.3.1. The -wa ‘absolutive’ morpheme never occurs alone but always 

with the ei, a, and ou demonstrative root vowels. A few instances of the absolutive 

demonstrative evidence a reduplicated final syllable (e.g., awa-wa ‘that.ABS-REDUP’). 

Sufficient data are lacking, however, to adequately determine the function of this additional 

morpheme. 

 ERGATIVE 
(2) embo-mai  emi          God-da      ge    buka   kotopu  da    awa   
 man-child  this.ERG  God-GEN  talk  book  sacred   one  that.ABS 

 tuturo  e-do             Binandere  ge-mi            gagur-itera 
 start     do-SS.SEQ  Binandere  talk-INSTR  spear-RP.3PL.INDIC 

 These men started writing God’s talk, one sacred book,  
 in the Binandere language. [Centennial 008] 

Example (2) represents an instance of the proximal form of the ergative 

demonstrative. However, throughout the data corpus and in the thesis as well, distal-1 forms 
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of the demonstrative are the most prevalent of the three-way deictic contrast. For this reason, 

the majority of the demonstrative examples which follow are of distal-1 forms. 

 GENITIVE 
(3) ma-mai    ainda       dao     karig-esisina       
 PL-child  that.GEN  name  proclaim-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 She proclaimed the names of those children. [Monster 078] 

 LOCATIVE 
(4) na      apie              na-to          embo  dao    Pire  ami-mi                    nasi      
 1SG  grandparent  1SG-GEN  man    name  Pire  that.ERG-REDUP  village  

 Ainsi  ainda        mai-gagara-da           yai-da          mau-do  
 Ainsi  that.LOC  child-daughter-GEN  place  LOC  go-SS.SEQ  

 My grandfather, the man named Pire, he went to that village of Ainsi 
 to (his) daughters’ place . . . [Naming 002]  

 DATIVE 
(5) Iesu-mi        embo  ainde        mina            si-sina       
 Jesus-ERG  man    that.DAT  in.exchange  say-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 Jesus spoke in reply to that man. [Helper 008] 

 COMITATIVE 
(6) embo-be        seventeen  mai    babaingae  ainde             dada    twenty  
 man-INTNS  seventeen  child  small          that.COMIT  gather  twenty  

 Seventeen real men with those young boys together 
 makes twenty. [B-91-III 1162] 

 TEMPORAL 
(7) imo   kariga  matu  ainde           maunt-ata           
 2SG  moon   prior  that.TEMP  go-YP.2SG.INDIC  

 You went a month prior to that time. [A-92-I 327] 
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To the seven primary functions presented in table 12 and exemplified above may be 

added one other less obvious function of the demonstrative which also merits our 

consideration. Unlike the English language, Binandere does not possess a separate set of 

determiners comparable to the indefinite article a and the definite article the. Instead, the set 

of demonstratives assumes the function of marking the definite status of the common NP.43 

Conversely, the numeral da ‘one’ sometimes assumes the function of explicitly marking the 

indefinite status of the common NP. Therefore, prior to embarking on a more generalized 

overview of the referential functions of the demonstrative in section 4.3, I will first describe 

how both the demonstrative and the numeral ‘one’ serve as articles in the language.  

4.2  Articles 

Since both the demonstrative and the numeral ‘one’ have the capacity to function as 

articles, they are paired together in the discussion to follow. After a brief description of how 

the demonstrative and numeral ‘one’ pattern as articles in the language, I compare and 

contrast the means by which some related languages mark definiteness on their respective 

NPs. 

4.2.1  The demonstrative as definite article  

When we use the word definite in grammar or semantics we are referring to “a 

specific, identifiable entity (or class of entities)” (Crystal 1985:86). English speakers 

normally use the article the to convey the definiteness of nominal structures in the language. 

However, other word classes such as the possessive pronouns my, your, and his, the relative 

                                                           
43 Common NPs are particularly in focus here because the use of the demonstrative to mark 

definiteness applies primarily to common nouns. Nominals which are intrinsically definite such as proper nouns 
and pronouns do not require any additional marking for definiteness. However, proper nouns and pronouns 
may combine with demonstratives when they are being marked as topics (e.g., Imo awa Binandere-da mai 
buwo ‘2SG that.ABS Binandere-GEN child first’ or ‘You are the first spiritual convert of the Binandere’ 
[Gospel 007] and na Gilmen awa ruegat-ana awa ‘I Gilmen that.ABS forget-YP.1SG.INDIC that.ABS’ or ‘ . . . 
I forgot Gilmen’ [Letter4 010]).  
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pronouns which and whose, and the demonstratives this and that also convey definiteness 

(Quirk et al., 1985:253-7). According to Givón, “One of the most common ways for a 

language to diachronically develop a DEF-marker is through the de-marking of a 

deictic/demonstrative modifier” (1984:418-9). Though no comparable process has been 

reported in any Binandere family languages, this possibility deserves future investigation. 

Consider the following examples of Binandere demonstratives which are 

simultaneously functioning as definitizers. 

(8) gumbara  awa          viv-isina 
 pigeon  that.ABS  ascend-RP.3SG.INDIC 

 . . . (then) the/that pigeon flew off. [Cassowary 037] 

(9) embo  ami           berari  ind-euri        
 man    that.ERG  all       eat-DS.HAB.3SG  

 The/That man was habitually eating all (the tree fruit) . . . [Cassowary 007] 

(10) ba     awa         us-itera       
 taro  that.ABS  pull.up-RP.3PL.INDIC  

 They pulled up the/that taro. [Wallaby 008] 

(11) Iesu-mi        embo  ainde        mina            si-sina       
 Jesus-ERG  man    that.DAT  in.exchange  say-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 Jesus spoke in reply to the/that man. [Helper 008] 

We can observe from examples (8)-(11) that the highlighted definitizing 

demonstratives co-occur in NPs which respectively expound the grammatical relations of 

subject of an intransitive verb, subject of a transitive verb, direct object, and indirect object. 

Therefore, the demonstrative is capable of marking the definiteness of NPs in each of these 

four basic grammatical relations. 
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A definitizing demonstrative may also co-occur with other modifying constituents 

within the same basic NP. When it does so, it always fills the rightmost position in the NP: 

(12) mai    bajina  awa           amboda  tuturo  e-do      
 child  big       that.ABS   later       start    do-SS.SEQ  

 The/that big child started later . . . [Monster 064] 

4.2.2  The numeral ‘one’ as indefinite article 

The Binandere numeral da ‘one’ sometimes assumes the function of explicitly 

marking the indefinite status of the common NP. This extended use of the numeral ‘one’ is 

not restricted to the Binandere language. The English language can also use its numeral one 

as an indefinite article substitute in certain contexts.44 In Binandere, the extended use of the 

numeral da ‘one’ seems most prevalent in narratives. When presenting a story, a narrator 

may assume his or her audience is familiar with the major participants. When this is the case, 

the speaker does not need to mark the participants in any special way because they are 

already unique individuals in the mind of the hearer. If the speaker does not assume that the 

hearer can identify the referents when first introduced, they may resort to tagging them with 

the numeral da ‘one’. This only applies to first time participant reference and future 

references to the same participant require no such marking.45 

                                                           
44 The indefinite article in English is claimed to be historically derived from the unstressed form of the 

numeral one. Therefore, it is not uncommon for English speakers to occasionally substitute one for a. This most 
often occurs when the numeric value of an entity is in focus, and in this context one is substituted as the 
“slightly emphatic equivalent of a” (Quirk et al., 1985:273). Thus we hear I ordered two cheese burgers and a 
coke or two cheese burgers and one coke. It is also acceptable English to say There’s not a cloud in the sky or 
There’s not one cloud in the sky. 

45 Foley and Van Valin describe an analogous use of the indefinite article in English to reference 
entities a speaker assumes their hearer cannot identify (1985:282-7). 
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(13) eutu       da   ainda        dao     Gagida 
 woman  one  that.GEN  name  Gagida  

 A/One woman, her name was Gagida . . . [Monster 005] 

(14) binei  eutu       da-mi       papo-da        mai   ganji             dari-do 
 spirit  woman  one-ERG  beach-LOC  child  forked.stick  straighten-SS.SEQ  

 . . . a/one spirit woman stood up (her) child’s (hanging bag) stick  
 at the beach . . . [Tot 001] 

There may also be other words which serve as indefinite articles in the language; 

however, future fieldwork will be required before the possibility can be verified. 

4.2.3  Comparison and contrast of marking definiteness in related languages 

Having seen how the Binandere demonstrative and numeral ‘one’ can function 

respectively as definite and indefinite articles, we now shift our attention to the ways other 

related languages mark definiteness on their respective NPs. I will begin this inquiry by first 

looking at Binandere family languages before expanding the focus to encompass the wider 

domain of other Trans-New Guinea Phylum (TNGP) languages. 

4.2.3.1  Within the Binandere language family 

Other Binandere family languages such as Korafe (C. Farr et al., 1981) and Suena 

(Darryl Wilson, personal communication) use their deictics to explicitly mark definiteness on 

their common NPs (in this section, unless otherwise stated, the term deictics includes 

demonstratives). However, slightly different strategies may be used to explicitly mark 

indefiniteness. Suena, like Binandere, also contains the cardinal number da ‘one’ in its 

lexicon. Despite this cognate, Suena uses another word zo ‘a’ or ‘one’ for the indefinite 

article. 
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4.2.3.2  Within the Trans-New Guinea Phylum 

Six other TNGP languages were surveyed for the purpose of comparison and contrast 

with Binandere. Five of the six lack a word comparable to the definite article in English.46 

Only Yareba of Oro Province possesses a comparable demonstrative pronoun which is 

consistently glossed as ‘the’ (Weimer and Weimer 1975). Nonetheless, each of the six 

possesses a well defined set of deictics. Therefore, it seems plausible that their deictics are 

functioning in a similar manner to the Binandere language family’s. The validity of this 

claim is supported by Karl Franklin (personal communication) who affirms that Kewa uses 

deictics to mark definite NPs. Furthermore, Hua also has a set of definite deictics (Haiman 

1980). 

Though none of the above surveyed languages makes mention of the indefinite 

article, all but one employ at least one equivalent indefinite form.47 Siroi seems to be more 

similar to Suena than Binandere because it uses the “definite” number ndindo ‘one’ 

exclusively as a cardinal number. At the same time it employs another “indefinite” numeral 

ande ‘one’ which is frequently glossed as the indefinite article ‘a’ (Wells 1979:22-44 

passim). 

4.2.4  Summary 

The previous sections have introduced us to the basic forms and functions of the 

Binandere demonstrative. They have also familiarized us with the demonstrative’s ability to 

function like a definite article. Subsequently, the demonstrative’s ability to definitize the NP 

as well as the similar use of the numeral ‘one’ to mark the indefiniteness of an NP were 

                                                           
46 The five languages which lack the definite article are Selepet (McElhanon 1972) of Morobe 

Province, Tauya (MacDonald 1990) and Siroi (Wells 1979) of Madang Province, Hua (Haiman 1980) of the 
Eastern Highlands Province, and Kewa (Franklin 1971) of the Southern Highlands Province.  

47 Yareba is again the exception since it makes no reference to any equivalent indefinite word form 
which can function as an explicit indefinite article (Weimer and Weimer 1975). 
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treated briefly. Several other related languages were then compared and contrasted in terms 

of their strategies for marking definiteness on their respective nominals. Though our survey 

of related languages was superficial, evidence was present to suggest that Binandere is not 

the only TNGP language which uses its demonstratives in this way.  

Having dealt with these basic but essential preliminaries, we are better prepared to 

commence a more general overview of some of the more frequent uses of the above named 

demonstratives. The subsequent presentation of the referential functions of the Binandere 

demonstrative, though cursory in nature, will help to orient the reader to the multi-functional 

nature of this significant class of words.  

4.3  Referential functions of the demonstrative 

Together with the three-fold deictic capacity of each functional class may be added a 

tri-partite referential dimension as well. In this regard, Fillmore (1975:40) presents his 

concept of English referential deixis. There he argues that English demonstratives possess 

the ability to express gestural, symbolic, and anaphoric deixis. Without too much difficulty 

we can identify the same deictic capabilities in Binandere. This parallel has also been noted 

in Korafe by Farr and Whitehead (1981:65-6). Nevertheless, they have appropriately 

modified the last referential category to better match the observed pattern in the language. 

Therefore, this last category now includes cataphoric reference as well as anaphoric under 

the single cover term endophoric.48 Subsequently, this new set of terms as modified and 

defined by them is given below. 

                                                           
48 The word endophoric is used to describe relationships between cohesive discourse-internal 

structures, while exophoric describes the relevant extra-linguistic situation. Crystal (1985:109) categorizes both 
anaphora and cataphora as types of endophoric relations. 
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 gestural, where the referent is physically present and in some way physically 
monitored. 
 symbolic, where the event can be interpreted by merely knowing certain aspects of 
the speech communication act. 
 endophoric, where a deictically marked element in discourse is interpreted by 
knowing what other portion of the same discourse it is co-referential with. 

In the discussion that follows, each of these deictic referential categories, the gestural, 

symbolic, and endophoric, will be elaborated upon further. Moreover, the accompanying 

examples will serve to validate the prescribed definition of each referential class.  

4.3.1  Gestural referencing 

Gestural demonstratives designate the physical position of a referent in relation to a 

given speaker and his or her addressee. One such set of demonstratives which frequently 

exemplify their gestural capacity is the absolutive set eiwa, awa, and ouwa. Observe in (16) 

that eiwa is seen specifying a physical position near the speaker, in (17) awa specifies a 

physical position near the addressee, and in (18) ouwa specifies a physical position beyond 

both the speaker and the addressee. 

(16) ni      eiwa       andari  
 tree  this.ABS  whose.STAT.Q   

 Whose firewood is this? [B-91-I 197] 

(17) imo   buka   awa         besi-da      pie               it-are       
 2SG  book  that.ABS  mat-LOC  put.IMPER  remain-3SG.HRT  

 You put that book on the mat (and) let it stay (there). [A-92-1 411] 

(18) embo  ouwa        bona-da     gumb-ira           
 man    that.ABS  feast-LOC  come-TP.3SG.INDIC  

 That man over there came for the celebration. [A-92-II 1030] 
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4.3.2  Symbolic referencing 

Symbolic demonstratives generally specify the local or temporal position of a 

participant or prop in relation to the actual speech act. Unlike the gestural demonstratives, 

symbolic referencing demonstratives can communicate their meaning without the use of 

physical pointing. This is because “their interpretation involves merely knowing certain 

aspects of the speech communication situation, whether this knowledge comes by current 

perception or not” (Fillmore 1975:40). Taking this into account, we will deal with the 

symbolic locative demonstrative initially before tackling its more complex temporal 

counterpart.  

4.3.2.1  Symbolic locative demonstratives 

The symbolic locative demonstratives can be understood as referencing a more 

generalized position than the gestural. However, in other contexts, the same demonstrative 

may be accompanied by physical pointing and function in a gestural capacity. 

(19) Andere  gisi   einda       is-iri                           amboda 
 Andere  first  this.LOC  remain-DS.SEQ.3SG  later 

 Bina  gumbu-do         tapu-sina       
 Bina  come-SS.SEQ  find-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 The Andere (clan) were here first and later the Bina (clan)  
 came and met them. [A-92-I 167] 

In (19), the word einda ‘this.LOC’ or ‘here’ is a proximal reference, which is made 

relative to the Binandere speaker’s position at the time he is giving his historical narrative. 

The addressee needed no further explanation to deduce that ‘here’ meant the general Ewore 

village area where the speaker was located while telling the story. Etymologists may find this 

example interesting because it contains putative grounds for the derivation of the present 

Binandere language group’s name (Bina + Andere = Binandere). 
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(20) awa          pi-esiri                   bu-do              gun-do      
 that.ABS  put-DS.SEQ.3SG  hold-SS.SEQ  come-SS.SEQ  

 ur-isina                        ounda49   awa 
 plant-RP.3SG.INDIC  that.LOC  that.ABS 

 Those (seeds) he (the Bishop) gave and he (my grandfather) 
 brought (them) and planted (them) over there. [Seeds 020] 

Another historical account creates the setting for (20) and the use of another symbolic 

demonstrative. The reference to the distal-2 locative ounda ‘that.LOC’ or ‘that over there’ 

signifies a position distant from both the narrator and his addressee. Though this 

demonstrative is unaccompanied by physical gestures, the general locations referred to are 

still clear to the speaker and his addressee, for both are aware of the approximate locations of 

the original church and school. In the prior context the church and school are referred to as ve 

‘seeds’ which the Bishop in concert with the speaker’s grandfather planted.  

4.3.2.2  Symbolic temporal demonstratives 

Two kinds of temporal deixis should be considered when investigating natural 

languages. According to Fillmore, both the coding time and reference time of a proposition 

merit our attention. He defines coding time as the actual point in time at which the speaker 

pronounces the sentence. Conversely, reference time is “the point or period of time that is 

being referred to or focused on in the sentence” (1975:9-10). Verb tense is the primary means 

used to index reference time in Binandere. However, temporal nouns and symbolic temporal 

demonstratives are used to indicate both reference time and coding time.  

Consider the following examples of symbolic temporal demonstratives. 

                                                           
49 The demonstrative ounda ‘that.LOC’ or ‘over there’ would normally occur before the final verb 

‘planted’. In this context right-dislocation could be placing emphasis on the location of the planting or it could 
just instantiate an afterthought. 
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(21) God-mi      imo-mane  da    da    ao-aina                               iji  
 God-ERG  2SG-PL    one  one  blessing-FUT.3SG.INDIC  day  

 boroko  doreg-ari            iji    einde      
 now       gather-NOMZ  day  this.TEMP  

 God will bless each one of you today on this day  
 of celebration. [Centennial 027] 

The proximal form in (21) of the temporal demonstrative einde ‘this.TEMP’ is used 

to modify the temporal noun iji ‘day’. This form uses the deictic e root to indicate a coding 

time in the immediate present.50 

(22) imo   kariga   matu  ainde          maunt-ata            
 2SG  moon    prior  that.TEMP  go-YP.2SG.INDIC  

 You went a month prior to that time. [A-92-I 327] 

The deictic root vowel a of the distal-1 demonstrative ainde ‘that’ in (22) is 

indicating that the reference time kariga matu ‘moon prior’ or ‘a month prior’ is not greatly 

removed from the present coding time. The actual coding time of this statement is implied in 

the YP ‘yesterday past tense’ of the verb ‘go’. However, the YP encompasses any event 

which has transpired at least twenty-four hours prior, up-to-and-including any event which 

has occurred within the last twelve months. Hence, the coding time of this statement 

occurred one month after the addressee went, yet at a point long before the expiration of the 

YP time frame.51 

                                                           
50 C. Farr and Whitehead have observed that proximal demonstratives are used to indicate coding time, 

distal-1 demonstratives refer to a time period close to but not simultaneous with coding time, and “distal-2 
demonstratives refer to time definitely away from the coding time” (1981:68-9). 

51 No instances of distal-2 forms of the temporal demonstrative have been discovered in my present 
database. Further fieldwork must be engaged in to verify their presence or absence in the language. However, 
comparable forms are present in Orokaiva (Healey et al., 1969) and Ewage (Parrington 1980).  
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4.3.3  Endophoric referencing 

As noted in section 4.3, the term endophoric is used to describe relationships between 

cohesive discourse-internal structures. In terms of deixis, these are normally divided into 

anaphoric and cataphoric relations. Anaphoric demonstratives point back to a previously 

named participant or prop in the discourse, while cataphoric demonstratives point ahead to 

their subsequent referent. The distal-1 demonstratives are normally used to indicate 

anaphoric reference, but occasionally the distal-2 forms may also serve as anaphors. 

Proximal demonstratives typically serve as cataphors. 

4.3.3.1  Anaphora 

The following sentences in (23) are excerpts from a letter requesting additional 

supplies for the local Binandere vernacular preschool. The genitive NP rorae gai-ari-da 

rorae nei-nei ‘thing spear-NOMZ-GEN thing others’ or ‘other writing things’ is 

anaphorically referenced in the following sentence via the distal-1 demonstrative awa ‘that’ 

or ‘those’. 

(23) a.  rorae  gai-ari-da                 rorae  nei-nei         jipapa   ena                   
     thing  spear-NOMZ-GEN  thing  other-other  want     do.PRES.1SG.INDIC 

 b.  awa         pi-asi-ta   
     that.ABS  put-FUT.2SG.Q-Y/N     

 . . . I want other (types) of writing things.  
     Will you give those to me? [Letter2 009-10] 

In example (24a) two Binandere boy heroes are receiving instructions from their 

mother before going to the forest. She commands them to chop down a ni goroba 

‘black.palm tree’ (first mention in story) and to immediately return home with it. In example 

(24b) the two boys have reached the forest and are looking for the ni goroba (second mention 

in the story) which is now anaphorically referenced with the distal-1 demonstrative awa 
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‘that.ABS’. 

(24) a.  ni     goroba       de-do           kun-do             gumbu-wo 
     tree  black.palm  hit-SS.SEQ  grasp-SS.SEQ  come-2PL.IMPER 

 b.  ni    goroba        awa          kakoa   ero                      jir-iri 
     tree  black.palm  that.ABS  search  do.DS.SIM.3PL  weave-DS.SEQ.3SG 

 . . . Cut down a black palm tree and bring (it back)! [Monster 025] 
     They searched for the black palm tree. . . [Monster 027] 

4.3.3.2  Cataphora  

Events can also be cataphorically referenced via the proximal demonstrative. In 

example (25), the possessive NP nato memesi siakabe eiwa ‘this very little concern of mine’ 

points to a string of three related clauses. 1) na mamo nato karu edo ‘My own father is sick’, 

2) rorae indari jipapa ae ‘he does not want food’, and 3) edo be tea indae esira ‘and he does 

not want plain tea.’52 These clauses specify the events which are implicitly referenced in the 

prior cataphoric demonstrative eiwa ‘this’. An actual request for sugar (not recorded here) is 

finally voiced in the following sentence.  

(25) a.  ata   tepo  na-to          memesi  siaka-be          eiwa        kondade  ae    
      but  just   1SG-GEN  pain       small-INTNS  this.ABS  help         NEG   

     etesi-ta                    awa           te-do            got-ena  
     do.TP.2SG.Q-Y/N  that.ABS  say-SS.SEQ  see-PRES.1SG.INDIC  

     But, would you just help me with this very little concern of mine  
     that I am explaining? [Letter1 005] 

                                                           
52 Since example (25) was derived from a handwritten letter, I have purposely retained the spelling 

used there for tea ‘tea’. 
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 b.  na      mamo  na-to          karu  e-do            rorae  ind-ari          jipapa  ae    
      1SG  father   1SG-GEN  sick  do-SS.SEQ  thing  eat-NOMZ  want     NEG   

     e-do              be         tea   ind-ae      esira         
     do-SS.SEQ  INTNS  tea   eat-NEG  do.TP.3SG.INDIC  

     My own father is sick, and he does not want food  
     and he does not want plain tea. [Letter1 006] 

4.4  Summary 

The description of Binandere demonstratives in this chapter began with a generalized 

overview of the demonstrative case marking system with its four formal classes and seven 

possible functions. After addressing the definitizing nature of the demonstrative and its 

parallel and contrastive counterparts in related TNGP languages, the referential functions of 

the demonstrative were presented. These included descriptions of its gestural, symbolic, and 

endophoric uses which were then illustrated with representative examples.  
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CHAPTER 5 

NOUN PHRASE 

5.0  Introduction 

The Binandere noun phrase (NP), like the English NP, exhibits a wide variety of 

constituents and structures. In this chapter I focus primarily on the five major NP types found 

in the language: the basic NP, possessive NP, coordinate NP, alternative NP, and 

appositional NP. When appropriate, I also investigate various constituents of the NP (as in 

the basic NP); nevertheless, my main attention is directed toward the structure of the NP. The 

description which follows provides an overview of how the five NP types pattern within the 

language. Along with each NP description, I also compare and contrast the NP in focus with 

those of other Binandere family member languages, and when possible, with other Trans-

New Guinea Phylum (TNGP) languages. 

5.1  Basic noun phrase 

The basic noun phrase (NP) has as its primary constituents an obligatory head noun, an 

optional adjective, an optional quantifier, and an optional demonstrative, in that order. This 

ordering of constituents is fundamental to the Binandere language family. This order is also 

in agreement with Greenberg’s universal (20). Thus, when modifiers follow the head noun, 

the predicted order is noun, adjective, numeral53 and demonstrative (1966:87).  

The basic NP in Binandere patterns as follows: 

                                                           
53 The quantifier constituent subsumes both quantifiers and numbers (or numerals). Not enough 

unambiguous examples are available at present to determine whether or not both exponents may simultaneously 
fill this NP position.  
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(1) Basic NP → Nhead (ADJ) (QAN) (DEM) 

My structural description of the basic NP above does not allow for the substitution of 

other NPs in the head noun position. In this particular section I have chosen to limit my basic 

NP definition from encompassing other NP types.54 This is because these NPs, when 

occupying the head noun position, refrain from employing any post-head constituents other 

than the demonstrative. Therefore, these other NP types will be classified separately and 

discussed below (see section 5.2 and following). 

5.1.1  Head noun 

The basic NP manifests a head noun which is often followed by one or more of the 

above named constituents. Head nouns can also occur without any accompanying modifier or 

demonstrative. Nonetheless, the basic NP must always exhibit a head noun constituent. The 

head noun of the basic NP is generally expounded by a common noun, proper noun, or 

pronoun. Occasionally the head noun position will be filled by an adjective, quantifier, or 

demonstrative functioning as a nominal. 

Some examples in context of possible head noun exponents are given below. These 

examples are in the following order: (2) common noun, (3) proper noun, (4) pronoun, (5) 

adjective, (6) quantifier, and (7) demonstrative. 

(2) gumbara  awa           tekago   embo  udumb-esisina 
 pigeon      that.ABS  again     man     trick-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 That pigeon tricked the man again. [Cassowary 033] 

                                                           
54 One exception to this definition comes by way of the quantifier constituent. Cardinal numbers which 

exceed the number three and most ordinal numbers require NPs to express their quantities. 
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(3) amboda  Bina  gun-do              tapu-sina 
 later       Bina   come-SS.SEQ  find-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 Later the Bina (clan) came and met them. [A-92-I 167] 

(4) na     kiki     jir-ana 
 1SG  story  weave-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 I will tell the story. [Hunt1 001] 

(5) bajina-mi  bu-do             siaka-de      pi-esiri 
 big-ERG   hold-SS.SEQ  small-DAT  put-DS.SEQ.3SG 

 The big (child) got (it) and gave (it) to the small (child) . . . [Monster 063] 

(6) berari  wogoro-da     wote-do      
 all        swamp-LOC  descend-SS.SEQ  

 All (of us) go down to the swamp . . . [Hunger 002] 

(7) eiwa         oro                da 
 this.ABS  men’s.house  one  

 This is one house. [Primer 015] 

5.1.2  Adjective  

The basic NP often consists of a head noun followed by an adjective. The adjective 

may expound the sex, value, age, physical property, size, or color of the head noun. On rare 

occasions, the head noun may be modified by two adjectives, but this is not the norm. 

The postnominal order of the adjective modifier (N + ADJ) is the exact opposite of 

that employed in English. Nonetheless, this placement of the Binandere adjective is in 

complete agreement with King (1927) and is uncontested within the general Binandere 

language family.55 Other TNGP languages such as Fuyuge (Bradshaw 1992) to the south, 

                                                           
55 See Suena (D. Wilson 1974), Ewage (Parrington and Parrington 1974), Orokaiva (Larsen and 

Larsen 1982), and Korafe (Farr and Farr 1975). 
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Yareba (Weimer and Weimer 1975) to the east, and Tauya (MacDonald 1990) to the west 

maintain the same postnominal adjective order. However, further to the west, Kewa (Franklin 

1971:86-7) and Yimas (Foley 1991:184-6), Trans-New Guinea and Sepik Ramu Phylum 

languages respectively, maintain NPs with an ADJ + N order. 

Each of the following Binandere examples contains a highlighted NP in context. Each 

NP also manifests a postnominal adjective. Since the adjective can expound various semantic 

categories, representative examples of each category have been given below in the following 

order: (8) sex, (9) value, (10) age, (11) physical property, (12) size, and (13) color. 

(8) pu   jianda-mi  kandoro  inji-sina 
 pig  male-ERG  rat          eat-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 The male pig ate the rat. [Bat 008] 

(9) eiwa-mane     bino  dave . . . kun-do             gupu-tera       
 this.ABS-PL  news  good      grasp-SS.SEQ  come-RP.1/3PL.INDIC  

 They, the Good News . . . brought. [Centennial 007] 

(10) ge    teka  kaen           g-ana 
 talk  new  1PL.INCL  see-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 We (incl.) will hear a new story. [Visitors 001] 

(11) un      damo  pi-ara 
 water  cold    put-FUT.1/3PL.INDIC  

 We will give (them) cold water. [Visitors 006] 

(12) mai   bajina-mi  si-sina 
 child  big-ERG    say-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 The big child spoke. [Monster 049] 
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(13) sino  wavesi 
 dog   mottled  

 A mottled dog. [B-93-I 315] 

Infrequently, a head noun is modified by two adjectives. One example of an NP 

employing two adjectives is: 

(14) sino  bajina  ingatap-ari56 
 dog  big        black-NOMZ 

 A black big dog. [A-92-II 992] 

The fact that the above elicited NP is verified as acceptable by two fluent Binandere speakers 

affirms that such NP patterns are possible in the language. 

5.1.3  Quantifier 

Another possible postnominal constituent in the basic NP is the quantifier. This 

constituent may be expounded by both quantifiers and numbers. Noun phrases expounding 

specific amounts employ cardinal and ordinal numbers. Those expounding less specific 

amounts employ the more general quantifiers. 

Usually, only one postnominal modifier (adjective or quantifier constituent) is 

employed per basic NP. Infrequently, a quantifier will modify a nominal which is already 

modified by an adjective. When this occurs, the quantifier word always follows the adjective 

(N + ADJ + QAN). 

This ordering of constituents is normative for the Binandere language family in 

general. Hence, basic NPs in both Orokaiva (A. Healey et al., 1969) and Suena (D. Wilson 

1974) manifest the same order. TNGP members to the south, east, and west of the Binandere 

                                                           
56 The adjective ingatapari is derived from the verb root ingatap ‘blacken’ + ari ‘NOMZ’ or 

‘nominalizer’. 
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family also employ postnominal quantifiers.57 

Each example below contains a highlighted NP with a quantifier constituent. The 

underlined constituents in examples (15) and (16) express cardinal numbers. Observe that the 

cardinal number in (16) consists of a series of two separate NPs. Each NP in turn contains a 

head noun with a cardinal number modifier. The sum total of the total fingers and toes on 

each body part equals the specific quantity of the basic NP head noun. 

(15) un       tamonde  isi-ma                  e-do             era               
 water  three         remain-SS.HAB  do-SS.SEQ  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC  

 They live (along) three rivers. [Migration 016] 

(16) duberi  ipa    tote  tai    da . . . pirig-ara                
 year      hand  two  foot  one      open-FUT.1PL/3PL.INDIC  

 In fifteen years . . . we will open (it). [Centennial 023] 

In example (17), the quantifier constituent is expounded by an ordinal number and in 

examples (18) and (19), it appears that the same constituent slot employs two different 

general quantifiers. 

(17) mai   buwo   
 child  first  

 the first son [B-91-I 106] 

(18) rorae  berari  sia          e-do      
 thing   all         prepare  do-SS.SEQ  

 Prepare all the things . . . [Canoe 002] 

                                                           
57 Fuyuge to the south maintains the N + ADJ + QAN order (Bradshaw 1992), as does Yareba to the 

east (Weimer and Weimer 1975), and Tauya to the west (MacDonald 1990). In addition, Yimas of the Sepik 
Ramu Phylum, also to the west, evidences a postnominal quantifier order (Foley 1991). 
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(19) wo        jiwae-be        gi-do  
 animal  many-INTNS  see-SS.SEQ   

 (He) sees very many fish . . . [Fish 010] 

The next example, (20), presents a basic NP composed of both an adjective and a cardinal 

number quantifier. However, NPs exhibiting any combination of two or more postnominal 

modifiers are rare. 

(20) imo-de          na-mo-de                 kasiwo    babain  tote        
 2SG-COOR  1SG-INCR-COOR  big.knife  big         two 

 bu-do              mam-ana               
 hold-SS.SEQ  go-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 You and I will take two big knives and go. [Garden 011] 

5.1.4  Demonstrative 

The demonstrative tends to be the most frequent postnominal constituent in the basic 

NP (see final two paragraphs of section 3.2.2.1 for methodology employed in determining 

the demonstrative’s placement within or without the preceding NP). When co-occurring with 

the adjective or quantifier constituent, the demonstrative will always occupy the rightmost 

position in the NP. The principal set of nominal-related demonstratives has received 

extensive treatment in chapter 4.58 This NP constituent, as such, may be expounded by any 

one of the proximal, distal-1, or distal-2 forms of the absolutive, ergative, locative, and 

dative/comitative/temporal demonstratives. I have intentionally omitted the genitive 

demonstrative from the above list because it rarely occurs outside the confines of the 

possessive NP (see section 5.2 for a general description of the possessive NP). In certain 

                                                           
58 I have purposely excluded adverbial demonstratives and interrogative demonstratives from this 

investigation. Their description is to be included in my forthcoming paper on related Binandere verbal 
structures.  
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constructions a genitive demonstrative may be present, but the genitive head noun is absent. 

When this occurs, the genitive demonstrative is understood to be modifying the implied 

genitive head noun of the possessive NP. 

The postnominal demonstrative order is common to Binandere. However, this 

postnominal order is contrary to the prenominal demonstrative order of several other TNGP 

languages. These include Fuyuge (Bradshaw 1992), Tauya (MacDonald 1990), and Kewa 

(Franklin 1971).  

Despite this contrast, Siroi (Wells 1979) of Madang and Selepet (McElhanon 1972) 

of Morobe Province are two TNGP languages which evidence a postnominal demonstrative 

order like that of Binandere. Furthermore, additional backing comes from both Suena (D. 

Wilson 1976) and Ewage (Parrington 1980), two Binandere family languages which also 

exhibit the postnominal demonstrative order. 

Some Binandere examples of basic NPs containing postnominal demonstratives are 

highlighted below. 

(21) ma-mai   tote  awa          ema  ji-do 
 PL-child  two   that.ABS  raft  fasten-SS.SEQ 

 embo  awa         pi     e-do 
 man    that.ABS  put  do-SS.SEQ 

 Those two children made a raft and put that man (aboard) . . . [Monster 076] 

(22) embo  ami          berari  ind-euri         
 man    that.ERG  all       eat-DS.HAB.3SG  

 That man habitually ate all (the fruit) . . . [Cassowary 007] 

(23) ni     Barupi . . . yai     bereia  ainda        is-ite 
 bird  Barupi . . . place  wide     that.LOC  remain-SS.SIM 

 The bird Barupi . . . inhabited that wide area . . . [Bird 001] 
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My text database exhibits no clear instances of two or more demonstratives co-

occurring within the same basic NP. This does not preclude the possibility that future 

fieldwork may uncover such constructions, but it does imply that such constructions are not 

the norm. 

5.2  Possessive noun phrase 

The possessive NP in Binandere is best characterized as head final. That means the 

possessed head noun normally occurs after the possessive pronoun or possessor noun.59 This 

ordering of constituents agrees with Ewage (Parrington and Parrington 1974), Orokaiva (A. 

Healey et al., 1969) and Korafe (Farr and Farr 1975). This characteristic is also supported by 

Greenberg’s universal (2) as was previously mentioned in section 3.1.4. There it was stated 

that languages with postpositions tend to have genitives which precede their governing nouns 

(1966:78). However, D. Wilson asserts that Suena, Yekora, and Zia (1995) take post head 

genitives in their possessive NP. Despite this irregularity, several TNGP languages 

consistently place their genitives NP initial.60  

                                                           
59 A survey of seventeen texts containing approximately 3,000 words resulted in the following totals. 

Out of fifty-three pronominal possessive NPs, 62.3% were head final, 28.3% were head first, and 9.4% were 
ambiguous. 

60 Other TNGP languages which model the same possessive NP order as Binandere are Yareba to the 
east (Weimer and Weimer 1975), Fuyuge to the south (Bradshaw 1992) and Kewa to the West (Franklin 1971). 
English also models possessive NPs which employ prenominal genitive modifiers. Consider the pronominal 
possessive NPs my wife, your car, and his iguana. Apostrophe s constructions, such as Kathy’s sweater, earth’s 
atmosphere, and bird’s nest, likewise display genitives which precede their governing head nouns. 
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5.2.1  Nonpronominal 

Each NP in the typical nonpronominl possessive NP must be expounded by at least 

one nominal.61 The simplest nonpronominal possessive NP is expounded by a possessor noun 

followed by a possessed noun. The initial possessor noun must be marked with the enclitic -

da ‘GEN’, but the following head noun is unmarked. Other possible exponents of the typical 

nonpronominal possessive NP constituents are the basic NP, the coordinate NP, and the 

appositional NP. 

The typical Binandere nonpronominal possessive NP patterns as follows: 

(24) Nonpronominal Possessive NP → NP-da NP 

The following examples of the nonpronominal possessive NP, (25)-(27), illustrate 

some variation of constituents. In example (25), the simplest pattern is shown in which each 

constituent is expounded by a single noun. In example (26), a basic NP occurs in the position 

of possessor. In example (27), a compound noun fills the genitive position and the possessed 

head noun is followed by a demonstrative which modifies the whole possessive NP. 

(25) apie-da                 ji        pie                       g-ane            
 grandparent-GEN  tooth  put.2SG.IMPER  see-1SG/DL.HRT  

 Give me grandfather’s tooth and let me see (it)! [Monster 062] 

(26) uji        wote-do                mai  siaka-da      kopuru-da62   
 flower  descend-SS.SEQ  child  small-GEN  head-LOC  

 The flower fell on the little child’s head . . . [Monster 027] 

                                                           
61 On rare occasions the genitive head noun may be elided. This is done only when the speaker 

assumes it is contextually explicit. This, however, is an exception and not the norm. 
62 The genitive enclitic -da and the locative enclitic -da are homophonous. Nonetheless, their 

respective meanings are usually made clear by the context.  
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(27) ma      ang-ari-da                 ge    awa          g-ain          t-esiri       
 canoe  hollow-NOMZ-GEN  talk  that.ABS  see-PURP  say-DS.SEQ.3SG  

 That story of canoe carving he said he intended to see . . . [Canoe 004] 

D. Wilson notes that Suena permits a marked possessor NP(-ra) to be followed by a 

marked locative NP(-ra). However, a co-occurrence restriction prohibits two (-ra) marked 

possessor NPs in a series (1974:80). This same prohibition may also hold in Binandere with 

the analogous -da clitic. If so, constructions such as mai siaka-da kopuru-da ‘child small-

GEN head-LOC’ or ‘on the little child’s head’ would be permissible. However, NPs such as 
*Sentmeri-da mai-da sino ‘Sentmeri-GEN child-GEN dog’ or ‘Sentmeri’s son’s dog’ would 

be disallowed. This hypothesis requires further field testing before any absolute statement 

can be made for the Binandere language. Nonetheless, clear evidence to the contrary is 

lacking. 

5.2.2  Pronominal 

A simple pronominal possessive NP is expounded by a possessive pronoun followed 

by a possessed NP. The pronoun is characteristically a possessive pronoun or possessive 

demonstrative pronoun drawn from the set of singular, dual, and plural; first, second, and 

third person forms (see chapter 3 for description of pronouns). The following possessed NP 

may be expounded by a single nominal or by a basic NP, coordinate NP, or an appositional 

NP. Therefore, the typical pronominal possessive NP patterns as follows: 

(28) Pronominal Possessive NP → PROposs NP 

Some representative examples of pronominal possessive NPs are presented below. 

The NP highlighted in (29) accentuates a possessive NP which contains an intensified head 

noun. In example (30), a basic NP expounds the possessed head noun. Example (31) exhibits 

a possessive pronoun filling the pronominal position and a coordinate NP filling the 

possessed head position (see section 5.3 regarding coordinate NPs). In example (32), the 
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pronominal possessive NP contains an apposed NP in the possessed head noun position. 

However, this same pronominal NP is embedded within a coordinate NP, which is in turn 

embedded within the possessor slot of a larger nonpronominal NP. 

(29) na      ito             namenji-be       Pastor Randolph   
 1SG  2SG.GEN  brother-INTNS  Pastor Randolph  

 I am your true brother Pastor Randolph. [Letter1 011] 

(30) na-to-kare                 dasiga  oro                teka 
 1SG-GEN-PL.EXCL  praise   men’s.house  new 

 ain        era  
 PURP  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC  

 We are intending to build our new praise house. [Letter3 010] 

(31) ito              aro-de          ma-mai-de              ateg-etena 
 2SG.GEN  wife-COOR  PL-children-COOR  greet-PRES/TP.1SG.INDIC 

 Your wife and children . . . I am greeting. [Letter3 003] 

(32) embo  tomboru-ae           ainda        ambodani  gumbara-mane-de-da   
 man   cassowary-COOR  that.GEN  followers     pigeon-PL-COOR-GEN  

 jir-ana               
 weave-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 The man cassowary and his followers the pigeons’ (story)  

 I will tell. [Cassowary 002] 

The astute reader will detect the absence of a possessed head noun in example (33). 

This noun would normally follow the -da ‘GEN’ marker of the larger nonpronominal 

possessive NP. However, it has already been explicated as ge ‘talk’ or ‘story’ in the opening 

sentence of the narrative (which is not included here). Therefore, the narrator has chosen to 

omit what he feels is already obvious to his audience (see n 9 in section 5.2.1). 
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5.2.3  Atypical post pronominal 

As was cited above, Binandere genitives generally precede their head NP constituent. 

However, in nearly 30% of the pronominal possessive NPs in my data, this order is reversed. 

Possibly, this atypical ordering of constituents is employed to topicalize or emphasize the 

governing head noun. On the other hand, this ordering could reflect the transitional position 

of Binandere between the Binandere family languages to the southeast and those to the 

northwest. D. Wilson asserts that, based on differing possessive NP orders (northern are head 

first and southern head final), there seems to be a clear line of demarcation separating the 

northern Binandere family languages from the southern (1995:13). His analysis disagrees 

with mine because he places Binandere within the northern (head first) group of languages. I 

am placing Binandere within the southern (head final) group. Nonetheless, his analysis does 

place Binandere on the southern most border of the northern family group, and this makes 

Binandere immediately contiguous to the southern group of languages. Therefore, D. 

Wilson’s proposed groupings could provide a possible answer to why the Binandere 

language seems to be straddling the fence. Since it is immediately adjacent to the border 

which separates both groups, Binandere speakers are possibly being influenced by the 

possessive NP orders of both their northern and southern neighbors.  

A few representative examples of the atypical post pronominal possessive NP are 

given in (33)-(35) below: 

(33) gi-do             ge    na-to          t-ana               
 see-SS.SEQ  talk  1SG-GEN  say-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 I will see (that) and then give the talk of mine. [Monster 013] 
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(34) imo-ae           aro   ito-de                    gup-awa                      awa63       
 2SG-COOR  wife  2SG.GEN-COOR  come-YP.2PL.INDIC  that.ABS   

 You and the wife of you . . . have come. [Letter2 003] 

(35) un       na-to-kare                 Babena  Tapure-da      awa   
 water  1SG-GEN-PL.EXCL  Babena  Tapure-LOC  that.ABS 

 . . . that stream of ours, Babena Tapure . . . [Hunt1 003] 

One unusual example of a post pronominal possessive NP has surfaced in which the 

post pronominal possessive NP is itself functioning as a genitive which takes a possessed 

head noun. Example (36) is somewhat unique because the final possessed NP has been 

elided. But that is not what makes it unusual, since there are other possessive NPs in my 

fieldnotes which have missing head nouns. What makes this example unusual is that it is the 

only one in my database which manifests a nonpronominal -da ‘GEN’ clitic attached to a 

possessive pronoun (the intonation pattern of (36) makes it a question).  

(36) awa           ko  ewowo                  na-to-da             awatedo 
 that.ABS  or   great.grandparent  1SG-GEN-GEN  therefore 

 na               mamo-mi     ango          esisina       
 1SG.GEN  father-ERG  that.MNR  do.RP.3SG.INDIC  

 Therefore, (was) that (just an initiation rite) or (was that) my ancestors’ 
 (initiation rite) my father did in that way? [Initiation 014] 

When I reviewed the above transcription with two other adult Binandere speakers, 

they both approved its quality. Thus, I a consider example (36) to be a valid atypical post 

pronominal possessive NP. 

                                                           
63 The demonstrative awa ‘that.ABS’ may be grammaticalizing as a neutral form to mark the 

termination of sentences in the language. This apparent use is quite frequent in Binandere and has been 
observed in Suena as well. D. Wilson has, subsequently, labeled awa ‘SM’ or ‘sentence marker’ in this position 
(1976:9, 32 passim). 
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5.2.4  Atypical co-occurring pronominal 

Another phenomenon which concerns the pronominal possessive NP is co-occurring 

pronouns. This atypical NP ordering positions a pronoun before and possessive pronoun after 

the possessed head noun:  

(37) na             mamo  na-to          karu  e-do      
 1SG.GEN  father   1SG-GEN  sick   do-SS.SEQ  

 My father is sick . . . [Letter1 006] 

(38) na              apie             na-to         embo  dao     Pire  ami-mi 
 1SG.GEN  grandparent  1SG-GEN  man    name  Pire  that.ERG-REDUP 

 nasi      Ainsi  ainda         mai-gagara-da           yai-da          mau-do  
 village  Ainsi  that.LOC  child-daughter-GEN  place-LOC  go-SS.SEQ  

 My grandfather, the man named Pire, he went to that village of Ainsi (his)  
 daughters’ place . . . [Naming 002]  

Other Binandere language grammars make no mention of this possessive NP type.64 

One TNGP language that does evidence a related ordering of possessive NP constituents is 

Siroi of Madang Province. However, Wells (1979:42) places two restrictions on the use of 

co-occurring possessor pronouns in this possessive NP construction: (1) “The Possessor 

tagmemes usually co-occur only when a kinship noun is filling the Head,” and (2) “When 

Possessor tagmemes co-occur the slot fillers are identical.”  

The two atypical co-occurring pronominal possessive NPs which I discovered in my 

database both adhere to the first restriction posed for Siroi. Both have head nouns which are 

kinship nouns. Conversely, the same two NPs partially violate the second restriction which 

                                                           
64 I am specifically referring to published grammars here. Farr and Farr have written a Korafe 

grammar essentials paper which has not been published and was unavailable for consultation at research time. 
However, none of their available works (jointly authored or individual) or any other available Binandere family 
language related works make mention of this particular NP ordering. 
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requires identical possessor slot fillers. However, both NPs manifest closely related co-

occurring pronominal fillers. As can be observed above, each NP example employs what 

appears to be the absolutive first person singular pronoun before the head, and the possessive 

first person singular pronoun after the head. 

5.3  Coordinate noun phrase 

Two different means of coordinating NPs are currently employed in Binandere. Each 

involve coordinate links which are expounded by enclitics. However, one uses two different 

linking clitics while the other uses only one.  

Both types of coordination may be subsumed under the same formula if we posit a 

coordinate linking cover term (-ae/-de) for the first link and the single clitic (-de) for the 

second. Therefore, a coordinate NP consists of two or more obligatory coordinate head 

nouns, each of which is expounded by a nominal plus the appropriate coordinating clitic: 

(39) Coordinate NP → NP-ae/-de NP-de (NP-de) 

The NP position is typically filled by a noun, compound noun, proper noun, pronoun, 

possessive NP, or an appositional NP. Though they may exist, no clear instances of 

coordinate NPs containing a phrase final demonstrative have been found in my data.  

The first and most common form of coordination involves the enclitics -ae and -de, 

both glossed ‘and’. In this pattern -ae must follow the initial NP and -de must follow each 

subsequent NP. This pattern appears unique to Binandere in that a comparable pattern has 

not been reported in any other Binandere family language.  
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(40) e-do             ma-mai    tote  Ipu-ae        Kepa-de        awa  
 do-SS.SEQ  PL-child  two  Ipu-COOR  Kepa-COOR  that.ABS  

 kotemb-ari      bu-do      
 think-NOMZ  hold-SS.SEQ  

 Then, those two children Ipu and Kepa got an idea . . . [Bird 002]  

(41) na-to          orobe   berari  imo-ae          aro-de         ma-mai-de     
 1SG-GEN  family  all       2SG-COOR  wife-COOR  PL-child-COOR  

 ateg-etera               
 greet-PRES/TP.1/3PL.INDIC  

 All my family greets you and (your) wife and children. [Letter3 015] 

(42) imo-ae          aro-de          mai   siaka  Justin-de         gagara-de     
 2SG-COOR  wife-COOR  child  small    Justin-COOR  girl-COOR  

 g-ana               
 see-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 I will see you and (your) wife  
 and small boy Justin and (your) daughter. [Letter2 003] 

(43) ito              mando           awa          na-ae           Goroba-de     
 2SG.GEN  family.house  that.ABS  1SG-COOR  Goroba-COOR  

 Mamo Faithful-de-mi            sima   dave-be           era               
 Father  Faithful-COOR-ERG  watch  good-INTNS  do.PRES.1PL.INDIC  

 That house of yours, I and Goroba and Father Faithful, are watching real  
 well. [Letter3 016] 

In example (40), two proper names are linked into one coordinate NP. Next, in 

example (41), a pronoun and two kinship nouns are coordinated. In example (42), four NPs 

are linked together, but the third is an appositional NP of which only the final appositive 

noun, Justin is marked. Example (43) contains a pronoun and two proper names in 

coordination. The final proper name includes an apposed kinship noun, but both name and 
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kinship noun pattern together as a unit. 

The second and less common form of NP coordination patterns exactly like the 

former in that each NP is also expounded by the same nominal structures, but this pattern of 

coordination employs only the -de clitic. Therefore, the initial, as well as each successive NP, 

receives the -de coordinating link. 

(44) chalk-de        pen-de        pepa-de          ango          awa 
 chalk-COOR  pen-COOR  paper-COOR  that.MNR  that.ABS 

 jipapa  ena             
 want   do.PRES.1SG.INDIC  

 I want chalk and pens and paper, things like that. [Letter2 011] 

(45) ni     taoro-de                ni    tato-de                awa          bute-do      
 tree  taoro.kind-COOR  tree  tato.kind-COOR  that.ABS  section-SS.SEQ  

 The taoro tree and the tato tree, those (they) cut up . . . [Drum 003]  

(46) ito              aro-de          ma-mai-de         ito             orobe   
 2SG.GEN  wife-COOR  PL-child-COOR  2SG.GEN  family  

 berari-de  awa-mane       berari  daedo  ateg-etena             
 all-COOR  that.ABS-PL  all        also     greet-PRES/TP.1SG.INDIC  

 Your wife, and children, and all your family, all of them also I am  
 greeting. [Letter3 003] 

In example (44), the author of the letter links two English nouns and one Melanesian 

Pidgin term together in a coordinate NP. In example (45), two generic-specific appositional 

NPs are coordinated. In example (46), a possessive NP, a reduplicated noun, and a possessive 

NP with a modifying quantifier are combined into one coordinate NP. 

Other Binandere family languages employ strategies similar to the second type of 

coordination exemplified above. In fact, Ewage employs the same -de clitic (Parrington and 

Parrington 1974:35). Orokaiva, however, uses the phonological variant -te (Larsen and 
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Larsen 1982:82). D. Wilson lists twelve different types of coordinate NPs in Suena (1974:85-

86). This total may set a record for the Binandere language family. 

Several TNGP languages also exhibit postpositional marking of their coordinated 

nominals.65 Thus, the Binandere language family shows a certain degree of structural alliance 

with these other related languages. 

5.4  Alternative noun phrase 

The Binandere alternative NP is composed of two mandatory NPs linked together 

with the conjunction ko. Tentative analysis suggests that either NP can be expounded by a 

basic NP or a possessive NP. However, sufficient data is lacking to verify whether or not 

appositional or coordinate NPs may serve as alternative NP constituents.  

Whether or not three or more alternative NP constituents can be linked together using 

the alternative conjunction is a question which requires additional fieldwork. It is possible 

that the conjunction ko ‘or’ can be employed in the same manner as the coordinate clitic -de, 

to create longer alternative NPs. However, alternative NPs with more than two choices are 

absent from my database. Likewise, no examples of alternative NPs containing phrase final 

demonstratives have been encountered. 

Thus, the alternative NP patterns as follows: 

(47) Alternative NP → NP ko NP 

Although each Binandere family language probably possesses some means of 

building alternative NP structures, little research has been published on the subject. C. Farr 

has made a brief attempt to describe conjunctive alternation in Korafe (1981:40-2). From her 

                                                           
65 Yareba of eastern Oro Province employs the postposition -ini ‘and’ in marking each coordinated 

nominal (Weimer and Weimer 1975:701). Kewa of the Southern Highlands Province uses several strategies for 
linking coordinated nominals. One strategy marks each conjoined nominal with the postposition -para ‘and’ 
(Franklin 1971:90). Telefol of Sandaun Province employs the free form soó ‘and’ following each coordinated 
item (P. Healey 1965:18). 
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research we can see that Korafe also employs the conjunction ko ‘or’ in alternative NPs. 

The following two examples demonstrate how the alternative NP patterns in 

Binandere: 

(48) tomboru     imo   ko  gumbara  ge-be 
 cassowary  2SG  or   pigeon       talk-INTNS 

 eira                              awatedo 
 do.PRES.3SG.INDIC  therefore 

 Cassowary, are you or pigeon being honest therefore? [Cassowary 031] 

(49) awa          ko  ewowo                  na-to-da             awatedo 
 that.ABS  or   great.grandparent  1SG-GEN-GEN  therefore 

 na              mamo-mi     ango           esisina       
 1SG.GEN  father-ERG  that.MNR  do.RP.3SG.INDIC  

 (Was) that (just an initiation rite) or (was that) my ancestors’ (initiation rite) 
 therefore, my father did in that way? [Initiation 014] 

In example (48), two bird names are being used as proper names. The first alternative 

NP constituent is the pronoun imo ‘2SG’. The bird name tomboru ‘cassowary’ which 

precedes the pronoun imo is best interpreted as a vocative introducer and is thus not included 

within the first alternative NP constituent. The following NP, however, consists of the other 

bird’s name. In example (49) a demonstrative pronoun fills the position of the first NP. After 

the alternative conjunction, a post pronominal possessive NP with an elided head noun 

embedded in another possessive NP fills the position of the second NP.  

Two TNGP languages which evidence alternative NPs are Tauya of Madang Province 

(MacDonald 1990:139-42) and Hua of the Eastern Highlands Province (Haiman 1980:271-

2). The morpheme -pe in Tauya serves exclusively as an alternative conjunction; and when 

marking NPs, it must co-occur with the dubitative suffix. Unlike the singular function of the 

Tauya alternative conjunction, the similar morpheme, -ve, in Hua, routinely serves as both an 
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interrogative suffix and an alternative conjunction.  

The Binandere alternative conjunction in the above examples contrasts with the 

Tauya conjunction just described in that it is devoid of any accompanying dubitative suffix. 

The Binandere alternative conjunction, unlike the comparable Hua conjunction, also does not 

appear to be functioning like an interrogative suffix. The sentences which contain examples 

(48) and (49), however, do exhibit a unique pattern: (1) Each sentence employs the 

summarizing conjunction awatedo ‘therefore’ following the alternative NP. (2) Each 

sentence occurs near the end of a narrative. 

5.5  Appositional noun phrase 

The appositional NP consists of an obligatory head NP followed by an obligatory 

apposed NP. A noticeable short phonological pause normally occurs between each 

constituent NP within the appositional NP. Both the head NP and the apposed NP may be 

expounded by a single noun or NP, and each refers to the same entity. In Binandere, like 

English, the head NP is usually more generic than the apposed NP. For example: the fuel 

gasoline, scientist Albert Einstein and the dog, St. Bernard. Even in cases where the apposed 

NP is as generic as the head NP, however, both nominals together identify a more specific 

entity than they would separately (Peck 1981:82-3). Consider: the orator statesman. 

The head NP of an appositional NP may be expounded by the basic NP or possessive 

NP. Examples have not yet been found which have coordinate or alternative NPs expounding 

the head position of the appositional NP. 

The same exponents of the head NP may expound the apposed NP. Along with these 

should be added the coordinate NP which may also expound the apposed nominal position.  

Therefore, the simple appositional NP patterns: 

(50) Appositional NP → NP NP 
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The constituent structure of the Binandere appositional NP is almost identical to that 

of Suena (D. Wilson 1974:87). Appositional NPs, as such, are quite common among the 

greater Binandere language family.66 They also receive special treatment in various TNGP 

language grammars.67 

Representative examples of simple appositional NPs are listed below. In example 

(51), the appositional NP is embedded in a coordinate NP. The highlighted appositional NP 

in (52) is expounded by a head first possessive noun phrase with a person’s given and 

surname expounding the appositive nominal. Last, in (53), the noun head is a pronoun and 

the appositive nominal is expounded by a pronominal possessive noun phrase. 

(51) imo-ae           aro   ito-de                     mai   Justin-de 
 2SG-COOR  wife  2SG.GEN-COOR  child  Justin-COOR 

 gagara  siaka-de         gup-awa                      awa       
 girl       small-COOR  come-YP.2PL.INDIC  that.ABS   

 You and  your wife and son Justin and little daughter  
 have come.[Letter2 003] 

(52) namenji  ito             Steve  Goroba  imo 
 brother    2SG.GEN  Steve  Goroba   2SG 

 ateget-eira 
 greet-PRES.3SG.INDIC 

 Your brother Steve Goroba is greeting you. [Letter3 014] 

                                                           
66 Though they are not specifically mentioned in Orokaiva (Larsen and Larsen 1982) or Korafe (Farr 

and Farr 1975), several appositional NPs can be identified in example texts. Appositional NPs are specifically 
addressed and described in both Ewage (Parrington and Parrington 1974) and Suena (D. Wilson 1974). 

67 Appositional NPs are described in Yareba of eastern Oro Province (Weimer and Weimer 1975), in 
Siroi of Madang Province (Wells 1979), and in Telefol of Sandaun Province (P. Healey 1965). 
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(53) nakare         ito            embotopo  Nindewari-da 
 1PL.EXCL  2SG.GEN  friend         Nindewari-LOC  

 isi-ma                  era               
 remain-SS.HAB  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC  

 We your friends are remaining at Nindewari. [Letter3 012] 

One example of a more complex appositional NP is: 

(54) e-do             ma-mai  tote  Ipu-ae         Kepa-de        awa 
 do-SS.SEQ  PL-child  two  Ipu-COOR  Kepa-COOR  that.ABS 

 kotemb-ari      bu-do      
 think-NOMZ  hold-SS.SEQ  

 Then those two children Ipu and Kepa got an idea . . . [Bird 002] 

In (54), a basic NP consisting of a noun modified by the cardinal number tote ‘two’ 

fills the head noun position of the appositional NP. This is followed by another basic NP 

which consists of a coordinate NP modified by the demonstrative awa ‘that.ABS’ which 

expounds the apposed nominal constituent. 

5.6  Summary 

In the preceding sections, the Binandere NP has been described in regards to its five 

major types—the basic, possessive, coordinate, alternative, and appositional NP. Basic NPs 

were described with regard to their adjective, quantifier, and demonstrative postnominal 

modifiers. Possessive NPs exhibited three major patterns which were classified as 

nonpronominal, pronominal, and atypical possessive NPs. The pronominal possessive NP 

order was unique in that it displayed two different regular orders. Coordinate NPs were 

described by means of their two different coordinate clitics and their respective patterns of 

linking. Alternative and appositional NPs were then described in regards to their most typical 

patterns and constituents. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1  Summary and discussion 

This study has focused primarily on the description of four lower level Binandere 

nominal structures, the noun, pronoun, demonstrative, and noun phrase. I have accompanied 

each structural description with representative examples and have compared them with 

similar structures in related languages. In so doing I have claimed that Binandere nominals 

can be accurately described according to their regularized case marking system. Nouns, 

pronouns, and demonstratives give recurring evidence that Binandere displays an 

absolutive/ergative case system. Consequently, the ergative -mi case marker is primarily used 

to index the subject of a transitive verb. In contrast, the direct object and intransitive subject 

take the -Ø absolutive case marker. This phenomenon lends support to Li and Lang’s 

assertion that Papuan languages which exhibit case systems tend to be ergative (1979:309). 

However, Dixon’s claim that “every so called ergative language has a split case system” is 

also valid for Binandere (1979:71). This split is clearly evidenced by means of the 

nominative/accusative verb agreement system in the language. The nominative/accusative 

system requires that subjects of transitive and intransitive verbs be indexed in identical 

fashion on the verb suffix. Conversely, the direct object of the transitive verb displays no 

cross-referencing on the verb. Thus Binandere exhibits a split case system by means of its 

absolutive/ergative case marking and nominative/accusative verb agreement suffixes. 

Despite the fact that the majority of the data substantiates these conclusions, there are several 

recorded instances of which transitive subjects are case marked absolutive (-Ø). Future 

discourse level studies may provide the bases for explaining these exceptions. 
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Although noun phrases also make use of nominal case marking clitics, their 

respective constituent orders and fillers provide the most accessible means for their 

classification. Unique NP features which distinguish Binandere from other related languages 

include: (1) both pre- and postpronominal possessive NP orders, (2) an atypical 

postpronominal possessive NP order, and (3) two different coordinating clitics which yield 

two different coordinate NP patterns. 

The fact that approximately 30% of pronominal possessive NPs exhibit head first 

constituent orders may be a simple topicalization strategy to highlight the NP head. 

Alternatively, it may be derived historically from the transitional geographic position of the 

language lying as it does between related languages to the north and south. Three 

languages—Suena, Yekora, and Zia—represent the northern head first possessive NP order, 

and five languages represent the southern head final possessive NP order (D. Wilson 

1994:13). Further research will be required to discover the answers behind these and other 

questions surrounding the Binandere NP.  

By way of summary, a brief review of each chapter’s major sections follows. In 

chapter 1 the definition of the problem surrounding the study of Binandere nominal 

structures was first addressed. Next the Binandere people and their language were 

introduced. Previous language research and an overview of the grammar then preceded the 

closing sections which discussed the limitations and delimitations, methodology, data corpus, 

and organization of the thesis. Chapter 2 presented Binandere nouns with their simple, 

derived, and compound structural classes, and their kinship and nonkinship number classes. 

The two final sections offered insights into Binandere personal names and the split-ergative 

case marking system. In chapter 3, Binandere personal pronouns were analyzed in terms of 

their unique case marking strategies. The absolutive, ergative, genitive, and dative/comitative 

personal pronouns were also systematically presented with accompanying representative 

examples. In chapter 4 Binandere demonstratives were presented and described in terms of 
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their unique case forms and functions. The definitizing nature of demonstratives was 

addressed as were their gestural, symbolic, and endophoric referential uses. In chapter 5 the 

intrinsic structure of the Binandere NP was in focus. The five major noun phrase types—the 

basic, possessive, coordinate, alternative, and appositional NP—were each described in terms 

of their most normative patterns. The variant ordering of constituents in the possessive NP is 

of particular interest.  

6.2  Suggestions for future research 

As was already noted in the previous section, several questions still await answers in 

this preliminary analysis of four major Binandere nominal structures. To these may be added 

an explanation for the apparent dichotomy between kinship and nonkinship nouns’ 

pluralizing strategies and the actual motivation behind the short and long forms of the 

ergative pronoun. Other areas which also deserve further research are mass and count nouns, 

abstract nouns, reflexive pronouns, indefinite pronouns, relative pronouns, interrogative 

pronouns, dual pronouns, adjectives, presentatives, postpositions, relative clauses and clause 

nominalization. 

The preliminary nature of this study suggests the obvious existence of many 

challenges which still await conquest in the universe of Binandere grammar in general, and 

in the domain of Binandere nominal structures in particular. I am convinced, however, that 

my research is a step toward understanding Binandere nominal structures. My hope is that 

this study will inspire others to join forces to analyze the grammar of Binandere and its 

fifteen related languages more fully. 
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APPENDIX: CASSOWARY TEXT 

(1) na     ge     jir-ana                                   eiwa      
 1SG  talk  weave-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  this.ABS   

 This is the story I will tell.  

(2) embo  tomboru-ae            ainda         ambodani  gumbara-mane-de-da   
 man    cassowary-COOR  that.GEN  followers   pigeon-PL-COOR-GEN  

 jir-ana               
 weave-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 I will tell the story of cassowary man and his pigeon followers.  

(3) embo  tomboru     awa          nongo  nongo  e-do      
 man    cassowary  that.ABS  how     how     do-SS.SEQ  

 wowo-sina                       butu-da       i-ma                   e-do      
 descend-RP.3SG.INDIC  earth-LOC  travel-SS.HAB  do-SS.SEQ  

 eiri        
 do.PRES.3SG.Q  

 How did cassowary man lose his ability to fly many years 
 ago (so that) he now roams (the) ground? 

(4) ainda         ge    awa           jir-ana               
 that.GEN  talk  that.ABS  weave-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 That story of his I will tell. 

(5) embo-mai   awa           ni    be     ji-ari                     iji-de           awa       
 man -child  that.ABS  tree  fruit  fasten-FUT.3SG  day-TEMP  that.ABS   

 Those bird people would stakeout (their) tree fruit during (the) daytime. 
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(6) awa-mane-da           embo  bajina  tomboru    awa           gisi      gisi      
 that.ABS-PL-GEN  man    big      cassowary  that.ABS  before  before  

 e-do             mau-do        ni     be     awa           embo-mi   gisi       gisi      
 do-SS.SEQ  go-SS.SEQ  tree  fruit  that.ABS  man-ERG  before  before  

 euri                       tari-da       tari-da       e-do             ind-euri                 awa       
 do.DS.HAB.3SG  ripe-LOC  ripe-LOC  do-SS.SEQ  eat-DS.HAB.3SG  that.ABS   

 Their (counterpart) “big man” the cassowary went ahead time after 
 time and customarily ate that tree fruit, (from ripe one to ripe one he  
 customarily ate). 

(7) ambodani  gumbara-mane  awa          biama-mane  awa          amboda  
 followers   pigeon-PL        that.ABS  hornbill-PL   that.ABS  later   

 mau-do         goinya-da           goinya-da            e-do             goinya        
 go-SS.SEQ  green.fruit-LOC  green.fruit-LOC  do-SS.SEQ  green.fruit  

 berari  euri                       gi-do            do-do                  i-woro             
 all       do.DS.HAB.3SG  see-SS.SEQ  release-SS.SEQ  travel-DS.HAB.1/3PL  

 embo  bajina-mi  ni     be     awa          embo  ami           berari  
 man    big-ERG  tree  fruit  that.ABS  man    that.ERG  all     

 ind-euri                  embo-mai  mau-do        ni     be     akaembe-do      
 eat-DS.HAB.3SG  man-child  go-SS.SEQ  tree  fruit  extinguish-SS.SEQ  

 gi-do             ango       er-etera                  
 see-SS.SEQ  like.that  arise-PRES/TP.1/3PL.INDIC  

 The followers, pigeons and hornbills, later went from green fruit 
 to green fruit. Green fruit was all one found. They saw (this) and 
 left off eating. The big man (cassowary) ate all the (good) fruit. Then  
 all (the bird) people went, saw (the) decimation and flew off. 
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(8) ambodani  babaingae-mi   akuta  eri-do             awa-mane      ge    
 follower    small-ERG      alone  arise-SS.SEQ  that.ABS-PL  talk  

 jiri-do                 kaen-de                    embo  eiwa 
 weave-SS.SEQ  1PL.INCL-COMIT  man     this.ABS 

 nongo  nongo  ano                       buta-da       wot-ari   
 how     how     do.DS.FUT.1SG  earth-LOC  descend-FUT.3SG.Q  

 A young (bird) follower got up all by himself, the birds talked, then he said,  
 “How will we make this man (cassowary) go down to the ground?” 

(9) ni     be     awa          kaen           na-ne                    berari  
 tree  fruit  that.ABS  1PL.INCL  1SG-ERG.INCR  all     

 in-ani     
 eat-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC.Q     

 “Will all of us eat this fruit?” 

(10) gi-w-avi    
 see-Ø-FUT.2PL.Q   

 “Do you all understand?” 

(11) awa-mane       ge    ango          jiri-do                awa       
 that.ABS-PL  talk  that.MNR  weave-SS.SEQ  that.ABS   

 They conversed in this way. 

(12) kotemb-ari      awa          gumbara-da   yai      gumb-iri                   gumbara 
 think-NOMZ  that.ABS  pigeon-GEN  place  come-DS.SEQ.3SG  pigeon 

 imo    aun-do         bogera          koke-do         pi-esiri 
 2SG  go-SS.SEQ  bogera.kind  peel-SS.SEQ  put-DS.SEQ.3SG  

 is-iri                            turo           jir-iri                         au-tera          
 remain-DS.SIM.3SG  afternoon  weave-DS.SEQ.3SG  sleep-RP.3PL.INDIC  

 Then this thought came to pigeon. Just pigeon went to (a) bogera 
 (tree) and peeled (a branch); he placed (the peeled stick out), it stayed, afternoon  
 passed and they (the birds) slept. 
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(13) sipo-de               awa           tenda  eri-do             ni      be     kakoa     
 morning-TEMP  that.ABS  again  arise-SS.SEQ  tree  fruit  search 

 mau-do        awa          gumbara  imo       
 go-SS.SEQ  that.ABS  pigeon     2SG  

 In the morning, pigeon again got up and went searching for 
 tree fruit. 

(14) tomboru     mau-do        is-iri                           gumbara  mau-do        anumbe-do      
 cassowary  go-SS.SEQ  remain-DS.SIM.3SG  pigeon     go-SS.SEQ  sit-SS.SEQ  

 awa       
 that.ABS   

 Cassowary went and was there when pigeon went and sat down. 

(15) Nange               ni     be     ikane  awa-wa                   in-ewono                    awa       
 1SG.DL.INCL  tree  fruit  high    that.ABS-REDUP  eat-do.DS.HAB.1SG  that.ABS   

 butu-da       awa          wote-do                e-do            eira               
 earth-LOC  that.ABS  descend-SS.SEQ  do-SS.SEQ  do.PRES.3SG.INDIC  

 “Even though you and I customarily eat tree fruit up high, it is always 
 falling on (the) ground.” 

(16) tepo  bete-do        e-do             eira                              awa       
 just  die-SS.SEQ  do-SS.SEQ  do.PRES.3SG.INDIC  that.ABS   

 “Then it just rots.” 

(17) Nange               wote-do                in-ani-ta    
 1SG.DL.INCL  descend-SS.SEQ  eat-FUT.1SG.Q-Y/N   

 “Will we both go down and eat (it)?” 

(18) gi-w-asi        
 see-Ø-FUT.2SG.Q  

 “Do you see (what I mean)?” 
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(19) t-esiri                     e-do            awa           tomboru-mi        awa       
 say-DS.SEQ.3SG  do-SS.SEQ  that.ABS  cassowary-ERG  that.ABS   

 He (pigeon) spoke, then cassowary responded. 

(20) Nange               nongo  e-do             wot-ani                       t-esira              
 1SG.DL.INCL  how     do-SS.SEQ  descend-FUT.1SG.Q  say-PRES/TP.3SG.INDIC  

 awa       
 that.ABS   

 “How will we go down?” he said. 

(21) dave   awa       
 good  that.ABS   

 “That is (a) good (way for us to go down).” 

(22) Nange               gapo  ji-ano                         eririg-ari      
 1SG.DL.INCL  wing  fasten-DS.FUT.1SG  break.in.half-FUT.3SG  

 “We will grasp a wing and it will break.” 

(23) Nange               wote-do               awa           inge                  butu-da       eite    
 1SG.DL.INCL  descend-SS.SEQ  that.ABS  2SG.DL.INCL  earth-LOC  do.SS.SIM  

 in-ana               
 eat-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 “We will both go down, then, while you and I are on the ground we will eat.” 

(24) ainto   butu-da       eite              in-ana               
 walk   earth-LOC  do.SS.SIM  eat-FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  

 “While walking on (the) ground we both will eat.” 
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(25) ge    ango           t-esiri                    embo  siaka  ge-be     
 talk  that.MNR  say-DS.SEQ.3SG  man    small  talk-INTNS  

 t-eta             
 say-PRES.2SG.INDIC  

 (After) He spoke in this way, (then cassowary said,) “Little man, you 
 are speaking (the) truth.”  

(26) awatedo   awa       
 therefore  that.ABS   

 “Therefore that (we will do)!” 

(27) Nange               ango           ana                                 awatedo    
 1SG.DL.INCL  that.MNR  do.FUT.1SG/PL.INDIC  therefore   

 “Therefore, like that we will do (it).” 

(28) awa-ra          
 that.ABS-STAT.INDIC  

 Alright. 

(29) gisi-be               awa          gumbara-mi   bogera          tatoro-da   
 before-INTNS  that.ABS  pigeon-ERG  bogera.kind  armpit-LOC  

 pip-isina          
 put-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 At first, pigeon put a bogera (branch) under the (cassowary’s) 
 armpit. 

(30) awatedo   pas-iri                                erig-esiri                              awa       
 therefore  press.down-DS.SEQ.3SG  break.in.half-DS.SEQ.3SG  that.ABS   

 ruworawo  gup-eira                            awa       
 tumble       come-PRES.3SG.INDIC  that.ABS   

 Therefore, he (cassowary) pressed down (his wing as he tried to fly), 
 it broke in half and he comes tumbling (out of the sky). 
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(31) tomboru      imo  ko  gumbara  ge-be             eira                             awatedo    
 cassowary  2SG  or   pigeon     talk-INTNS  do.PRES.3SG.INDIC  therefore   

 “Therefore cassowary, are you or pigeon telling the truth?” 

(32) awa           ainda      awa       
 that.ABS  because  that.ABS   

 (I say) that because of that (which just happened). 

(33) jiri           erig-esiri                              awa          gun-do              tekago  tomboru    
 continue  break.in.half-DS.SEQ.3SG  that.ABS  come-SS.SEQ  again     cassowary  

 awa           butu-da      dudur-eiri             gumbara  awa           embo  
 that.ABS  earth-LOC  fall-DS.SIM.3SG  pigeon     that.ABS  man   

 udumb-esisina       
 trick-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 Those events took place. He (cassowary) broke (his wing), 
 then cassowary came back (and did the same thing) again and was  
 falling to (the) ground . . . that pigeon tricked the man a long time ago. 

(34) tekago  visi-do                ni     patu-da         anumb-esisina       
 again    ascend-SS.SEQ  tree  branch-LOC  sit-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 He (pigeon) then again went up and sat on a tree branch a long time ago. 

(35) buro   awa          ango           e-do      
 work  that.ABS  that.MNR  do-SS.SEQ  

 In that way that work was done . . .  

(36) awa-ra          
 that.ABS-STAT.INDIC  

 Alright. 
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(37) tomboru     awa          butu-da       do-do                 awa          gumbara  awa       
 cassowary  that.ABS  earth-LOC  release-SS.SEQ  that.ABS  pigeon      that.ABS   

 viv-isina          
 ascend-RP.3SG.INDIC  

 Many years ago that cassowary was left on (the) ground, then the 
 pigeon flew off. 

(38) awa-ae                 ambodani  nei-nei-de                 ikane   eworo          
 that.ABS-COOR  follower    other-other-COOR  above  do.DS.HAB.3PL  

 He and (the) other (bird) followers customarily (eat) above . . .  

(39) awa-mane       dave-da      dave-da       e-do             ind-eite    
 that.ABS-PL  good-LOC  good-LOC  do-SS.SEQ  eat-SS.SIM  

 be-bet-egari            ro      ari                 awa       
 PL-die-NOMZ.PL  what  FUT.3SG.Q  that.ABS   

 While they are going from good fruit to good 
 fruit what will happen to (the) rotten? 

(40) eworo                   totokumbe-do       duru-do         awa       
 do.DS.HAB.3PL  break.off-SS.SEQ  fall-SS.SEQ  that.ABS   

 They (the small birds) are customarily doing (their thing, going from good fruit to  
 good fruit) then it (the rotten fruit) breaks off and falls. 

(41) awa-mane-da           bajina-mi  tomboru-mi         eite             embo  awa           rorae 
 that.ABS-PL-GEN  big-ERG  cassowary-ERG  do.SS.SIM  man     that.ABS  thing 

 bebet-egari        butu-da       ind-eite         euri                      embo-mai  awa       
 die-NOMZ.PL  earth-LOC  eat-SS.SIM  do.DS.HAB.3SG  man-child  that.ABS   
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 dave-go          dave-go           embo-mai-mi      ind-eite        awa          embo-mai 
 good-INTNS  good-INTNS  man-child-ERG  eat-SS.SIM  that.ABS  man-child 

 awa           ikane  i-ma                   e-do             era                
 that.ABS  above  travel-SS.HAB  do-SS.SEQ  do.PRES.1/3PL.INDIC  

 While their (the birds’) big (neighbor) cassowary man is 
 routinely eating rotten stuff on the ground, the (bird) people are happily 
 eating along. 

(42) e-do             ge    awa           gun-do            einda     
 do-SS.SEQ  talk  that.ABS  come-SS.SEQ  this.LOC  

 And this talk has come to here. 

(43) ge     jir-ena                               eiwa         einda     
 talk  weave-PRES.1SG.INDIC  this.ABS  this.LOC  

 This story I am telling to here. 

(44) it-ae               ena                              eire          
 remain-NEG  do.PRES.1SG.INDIC  right.here    

 I am finishing right here.  
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Assembled free translation: 

This is the story I will tell. I will tell the story of cassowary man and his pigeon 

followers. How did cassowary man lose his ability to fly many years ago (so that) he now 

roams (the) ground? That story of his I will tell.  

Those bird people would stake out (their) tree fruit during (the) daytime. Their 

(counterpart) “big man” the cassowary went ahead time after time and customarily ate that 

tree fruit, (from ripe one to ripe one he customarily ate). The followers, pigeons and 

hornbills, later went from green fruit to green fruit. Green fruit was all one found. They saw 

(this) and left off eating. The big man (cassowary) ate all the (good) fruit. Then all (the bird) 

people went, saw (the) decimation and flew off.  

A young (bird) follower got up all by himself, the birds talked, then he said, “How 

will we make this man (cassowary) go down to the ground?” Will all of us eat this fruit? Do 

you all understand?” 

They conversed in this way. Then this thought came to pigeon. Just pigeon went to 

(a) bogera (tree) and peeled (a branch); he placed (the peeled stick out), it stayed, afternoon 

passed and they (the birds) slept. In the morning, pigeon again got up and went searching for 

tree fruit. Cassowary went and was there when pigeon went and sat down. 

“Even though you and I customarily eat tree fruit up high, it is always falling on (the) 

ground. Then it just rots. Will we both go down and eat (it)? Do you see (what I mean)?” 

He (pigeon) spoke, then cassowary responded. “How will we go down?” he said. 

“That is (a) good (way for us to go down). We will grasp a wing and it will break. We 

will both go down, then, while you and I are on the ground we will eat. While walking on 

(the) ground we both will eat.” 

(After) He (pigeon) spoke in this way (then cassowary said), “Little man, you are 

speaking (the) truth. Therefore that (we will do)! Therefore, like that we will do (it).” 

Alright. At first, pigeon put a bogera (branch) under the (cassowary’s) armpit. Then 
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he (cassowary) pressed down (his wing as he tried to fly), it broke in half and he comes 

tumbling (out of the sky). Therefore cassowary, are you or pigeon telling the truth? (I say) 

that because of that (what just happened). Those events took place. He (cassowary) broke 

(his wing), then cassowary came back (and did the same thing) again and was falling to (the) 

ground . . . that pigeon tricked the man a long time ago. He (pigeon) then again went up and 

sat on a tree branch a long time ago. In that way that work was done . . .  

Alright. Many years ago that cassowary was left on (the) ground, then the pigeon 

flew off. He and (the) other (bird) followers customarily (eat) above . . . While they are going 

from good fruit to good fruit what will happen to (the) rotten? They (the small birds) are 

customarily doing (their thing, going from good fruit to good fruit) then it (the rotten fruit) 

breaks off and falls. While their (the birds’) big (neighbor) cassowary man is routinely eating 

rotten stuff on the ground, the (bird) people are happily eating along. And this talk has come 

to here. This story I am telling to here. I am finishing right here. 
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